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PROLOGUE 

A gentml statement of the nature of  the present study 

The ccmcept of  essence appearod very d y  in the history of philosophy. playing a 

very large role in the metaphysicai thought of Plato and Aristotle, and hence in the 

thought of medieval thinken influenaxi by th- such as Thomas Aquiuas, a major 

thinker of thirteenth-ccntury Europe. 

Although at the end I will be ad- some brief critical comments of a 

philosophical nahue, the present study wili be primz11y sn historiai study of the concept 

of essence, and especiaiiy the concept of the essertce of living corporeai objects, as that is 

fond in two early writings of Thomas Aquinas. namely his Conceming Beings and 

Essence, and Question 5 of his Commenr~ry on the De Trinitate of l3oethiu.s. In addition, 

1 will be looking at early ongins of the notion of essence, eSpenally in Plato, and, quite 

briefly, at the on@ of the explicit distinction of essence fiom existence, especially in 

the writings of the early eleventh-cmîury Islamic thinlrer, Ibn Sina (Avicenna). 

Chapter 1 will be devoted primarily to explaining the concept of essence as that is 

to be found in the w-gs of Plato, but especiaily in the early dialogues. Secondarily, it 

will deal with AnstotIe and Ibn Sina 

In Chapter 2, in an attemp to place the two woiks by Aquinas in theu proper 

setting, I wiil give a brief account of the lifé of Aquinac, and discuss two major events or 

movements that would eec t  his thought deeply, namely the rise of the medieval 

Imiverrities, and the appearaace in Europe of the work of Aristotle, and of the Islamic 

theers, in Latin transiatiotls. 



in cbapter 3 I w i U  d y z e  Aquiaas's De Ente et Esscntiu (Concenthg &inp and 

Essence), and nmimarize what it meals about his concept of essence- 

in chapter 4 I wi l i  analyze Question 5 of Aquinas's Commentq on the De 

Trinitaie of Boehzm, and sMunarue what it meals about his wncept of êssetlce. 

in chapter 5 I will attempt to synthesize whot bas been revealed about A q h ' s  

concept of essence in De Ente et Essenfia, with what has been revealed about his concept 

of essence in Question Five of bis Commentq on BoethnrS b De Trinilof, aad thPn end 

with some brief criticai commmts on Aquinas's wncept of essence. 

I wouid ask that readers of this thesis keep in mind that 1 am attempting to write 

an analysis and summary of the text of two works written by Thomas Aquinas, and that I 

am trying to do this without being influenuxi by 0th writings. Thus, 1 wiU aot be 

comparïng the doctrine containeci in these two wotks with the doctrine cuntained ui other 

works written by Aquinas. And 1 will mt be examinhg any secondary matenal dtten 

about these two works by Aquinas (though 1 have read the Introduction and footnotes 

provided by murer in the translation of these two works). 1 should also mention that 1 do 

not read Latin, and so must depend on translations, and the assistance of the director of 

the thesis to ensure I am grasping the basic points Aquirrris is trying to meLe. 
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Chapter One 

TKREE GARLIER PEULOSOPEERS ON ESSENCE: PLATO, ARISTOTLE, 

AND IBN SINA 

This chapter will be devoted chiefly to a doctrine contained in some earty 

dialogues of Plato, with les attention king  given to Anstotle, and to ibn Sina (whose 

narne in Latin was ' A v ~ c ~ M ~ ' ) .  But before tumhg our attention to Plato, we wili take a 

brief look at Greek philosophy prior to Socrates and Plato. 

Part One: Tbree early Greek nhiloso~bers mior to Socrates and Plato: 
Pvtbanoras, Heraclitus. and Parmenidq 

A. The intellechial revolution at the origins of Greek philosophy and science 

Greek philosophy is generally regarded to have originated in the early sixth 

century BCE, in the port-city of  Miletus on the west coast of Asia Minor. The first three 

philosophers, who were philosophers of nature, were Thales, Anaximander, and 

Anaximenes. They were similar in that each of them attempted to explain the presently 

existing univene, with its great multiplscity and variety of objects undergoing a variety of 

changes, by postulating a single, eternal, unoriginated, prïmal substance (such as water or 

air) from which the present universe evolved- 

Why are they regarded as the first philosophers? Because they seem to be the fiat 

human beings (or at least the first for whom we have real evidence) to initiate the 

intellechial revolution that is at the mot of philosophical thought. as well as at the mot of 



western scientific thought (which, of course, buiids on earlier scientific wodc carried out 

by the Egyptians. in geometry, and by the Babyloniaos. in astronomy and admetic)- 

According to ~uthrie', there are characteristic features of this imellectual 

revolution The fint feature consists in: (a) the abandomnent of a reliaious. mvtholoeical 

mode of exulanation (of physical events, such as storms, and of ovemastering 

psychologîcal impulses, such as jealousy or hatred), where divine persons were vïewed as 

the causes, thereby making the ~~~~~~011s highly particul arized; and (b) the aàoutÏon of 

g rational/scientific mode of emlanation, where al1 causes are to be sought within the 

physical world (with no divine pesons being given a role), and the explanation is 

generalized to a vew hieh level. Guthrie emphasizes that the sort of generalization 

required by science is radicaliy opposed to the oider religious thinking, which was in 

personal tems and thus demanded particular causes for partïcular events. This 

replacement of one mode of explanation by another is ofien refened to as the shifi from 

mythos to logos. 

As thiç first feature of the inteliecîuai revolution is explained by cornford2, 

humans prior to these Milesians distinguished between two orden of existence (namely 

the natural and the supematural), md two corresponding orden of human icnowledne 

(namely the matter of fact ordinary knowledge drawn fiom direct experience, and the 

revelation accessible ody to the inspired). Thus, he says, the birh of Greek philosophy 

was marked by the tacit denial of the distinction between the two orders of existence (or 

rather, the tacit denial of the existence of the supernatural world), and the tacit denial of 

the two orden of knowledge (or rather, the tacit rejection of the alleged revelatioo of that 

supernahua1 world)- 



The second feature of this iateliectuai rwolution, accordkg to ~ u t h n e ~ ,  is the 

pursuit of knowledee for ia own sake, rather thaa for the echievement of practical goals. 

What were the conditions under which the original authors of the inteilectual 

revolution lived, and the influences to which they were open, that were favourable to this 

revoiution coming about? In a n s w e ~ g  this question, ~uthne' empbasizes9 fk t  o f  di., the 

environment which provided these Milesian thinken with the leisure (sehole) and 

stimulus for disinterested intellectud iaquiry- MÏienis poaessad coIISiderabIe wedth, and 

.had wide foreign connections that provided contacts and opportunities for the exchanee 

of ideas. In addition, their culture was humanistic and matenalistic in tendency, with the 

anthropomorphic gods being relegated to the background- ~omford~ mentions the 

absence of a potiticailv tlowerfùi priesthood (such as is often found in a tbeocracy), and 

the absence of a certain sort of revealed books, namely those which so mix together 

doctrines on the nature and origin of the universe wvith d e s  of conduct on which the 

society is built that as a result it is difficult to Miticize doctrines on the nature and origins 

of the universe without undermining the society. 

Let us now look briefly at three early Greek philosophers who were especiaily 

influential on the dialogues of Plato: Pytbagoras, Heraclitus, a d  Parmenides. 

B. PYTaAGURAS 

Pythagoras migrateci fkom the island of Samos, which is to the northwest of 

Miletus, and in approximately 530 BCE established a Pythagorean community in Croton, 

a city-state in southem Italy- Apparently Pytbagoras was a gifted rnathematician, and the 



penon who discovered that simple aumerical ratios can k used to cepmeat the 

fundamental musical relations of the octave. 

The Pythagoreaas had some sort of mathematical conception of reality, the 

precise nature of which is unclear, apparently they said "things are ninxibers", which, 

Armstrong6 says, meant "the essentiai reality of ihings can be completely expressed in 

numencal tems", or, perhaps, that mathematics is the key to understanding nature. 

The Pythagorems had a conception ofpsyche or soui which was in some ways 

similar to (and possibly in part borrowed nom) the Orphic religion, **ch religion was 

widely followed in southem ~tal~.' According to the Pythagorean conception, the soul is 

by its nature immortai (a~hunutos) because of its intellect, that is, because of the god-lïke 

capacity in the sou1 by which one can laiow e t e d ,  uncbanging objects. This immortal 

soul, however, bas been imprisoned, or entombed, in a body, and thus needs to be 

purified and released from that body- How is it to achieve this purification? While certain 

dietary and clothing regdations are to be followed, as well as certain rituals, the 

purification is prirnarily achieved by perfonning certain acts proper to the intellect, Le., 

by conternplating the etemal and unchanging objects, which means contemplating the 

formal order (or humonia) that exists in the universe, especially as it exists in the 

movements of the celestid bodies and in muskg The ancient Greeks ùelieved that 

Pythagoras was the penon who coined the word 'phiIosophoss ' (philosopher), to refer to 

sorneone who, though not sophos (wise) -for only God is sophos, nooetheless leads a life 

charactenzed by the love and punuit of sophia (wisdom). 



C. ECERACLWUS OF EPHESUS 

~ e r a c l i t d ,  who flourished in Asia Minor around the year 500 BCE, held that al1 

the objects around us are in a constant state of flux or change (a doctrine which was 

expressed by saying "You cannot step into the same river twice"), and that the world is in 

a constant state of contlict between opposites. According to hm., the human senses are 

limited and fairly umliable when it cornes to discovenng the mie nature of reality. 

D. PARMENIDES OF ELEA 

 armen nid es'^, who flourished in southem Italy aromd the year 485 BCE, 

introduced a distinction between (1) how reality (Le., al1 thaî exists) is experienced by 

humans, Le., how it to them, and (2) how reality really is. 

Parmenides will agree with earlier Greek thïnkers to the extent of holding that 

reality is exmrienced by every human king as consisting of many objects of different 

sorts which undergo a multipiicity and variety of changes. Parnienides used a single 

word, 'doxui ' (the plural of 'dom ') to refer to both (a) the physical appearance that 

reality has in relation to the human senses, and (b) the beliefs or opinions humans fonn 

about this reality. 

But what is reaiity reallv like? According to Pannenides, there is in existence only 

a single k ing  (which he calls 'the one'). And this being has alwavs existe& it is 

indestructible, and in fact it never moves or changes in any way. Multiplicity, variety, 

coming into existence, going out of existence, motion and change are featwes of 

reality as it really is. Hence, since multiplicity, coming into existence, going out of 



existence, motion, and change are weli attested to by the human seoses, the human senses 

are comdetelv unreliable when it cornes to leaming how reality really is. 

How did Parnienides amve at bis doctrine as to what d i t y  is really LiLe? It 

would seem he did this pnmarily by andyzing the concept of k i n g  In his analysis he 

over and over builds on the assumption that no distinction wbatwever can be macle 

between being and some subject which possesses being, and comes to the conclusion that 

it is impossible for there to be more than one king  in existeme. Further, since is 

alternative to king and non-being, and since nothing can corne into existence Corn either 

being or non-being, Pannenides drew the conclusion that nothing at al1 ever cornes into 

existence. 

~eno",  the disciple of Parmenides, will make use of a series of paradoxes to 

argue that if one were to hold that in reality there is more that one being, or that motion 

exists in reality, then one would be implicitly holding a position more ridiculous than 

anything Parmenides ever taught- 

Looking abmd to Plato 

Ln certain of Plato's dialogues, the character narned 'Socrates' would seem to 

havz been influenced by the above three philosophers in the following ways. 

1. Pythagoras, and the Pythagoreans 

Their influence can be seen in the following doctrines of the character 'Socrates': 

the doctrine of the ixmnortal soui, which pre-exists the body; the doctrine of the relation 

of one's soul to one's body; the otherworldiness of his ethics; the emphasis placed on 



rnathematics; his regarding f o m  both as what is most r d ,  and as the objeçt known 

when one has genuine knowledge. 

2. Heraclinis (through Cratylu~) 

His influence seems to be present when the character 'Socrates' holds that 

material objects cannot be the proper objects of genuine knowledge, which bas the e f k t  

of playing down the role of sensation in acquiring genuine knowledge. 

3. Pannenides 

His influence is present in the distinction made by the character 'Socmes' 

between what is reallv r d ,  and what is only apmrentlv real (which can be the object 

only of doxq belief or opinion, and never of episterne, genuine knowledge); and in the 

properties 'Socrates' attnbutes to each individual transcendent form (e-g-, being invisible, 

eternal, unchangeable, indestnictiile, etc.). 

But once one lists the ways in which these three philosophers have influenced the 

character 'Socrates', and notes the relative chronoIogy of the writings of Plato, it sooa 

becomes clear that this influence does not show up in significant amounts until the Meno, 

Phoedo, Svmposim, and R e p b k  II-X; that is, it is not present in the early dialogues in 

which the character 'Socrates' fit develops his concept of eidos (under the influence of 

the historical Socrates), but shows up neat the begumiag of the middle dialogues.. 

Part TWO: A doctrine of Essence in Plato's earlv dialonues 

The concept of essence which is fouad in the writings of Thomas Aquinas has its 

roots at lest as far back in history as the concept of eidos (a term traditionaily translated 

into English by the word 'fonn'), as that concept is expressed by the character 'Socrates' 



in certain early dialogues h t t e n  by Plato in the fourth century BCE, dialogues such as 

the Eurhyphto, Laches, and Republic 1. Here we will begin by examining the E~@phro. 

After an introduction in whicb the two characters, 'Euthyphro7 and 'Socrates', 

relate how it came about that they were going to court in connection with two separate 

cases involving a charge of impiety, 'Socrates' gets 'Euthyphro' to do two things: 

( 1 ) first he gets 'Euthyphro' to daim be ('Euthyphro') possesses knowledge of divine 

maners as they -n to actious which are pious or b l y  (to hosion) , and to actions 

which are impious or unholy (to anosion); and 

(2)  then he gets 'Euthyphro' to agree there is something common to ail pious actions, an 

ideu (form) which is identicai in each gious action, and in virtue of which the action 

is pious and belongs to the group of pious actions, just as there is an idea which is 

identical in each impious actiom and in virtue of which the action is impious and 

belongs to the group of impious actions. 

'Socrates' then asks ' Euthyphro' to identi@ the idea found in every pious action, 

making it to be what it is, and the idea found in every impious action, making it to be 

what it is. 

-EuthyphroY responds by saying piety is what he ('Euthyphro') is now doing in 

court, Le., prosecuting someone (in this case, his father) for an act such as unjustified 

kill ing, sacnlegious thefi, or something of that sort. 

'Socrates' rejects this answer, saying it is not the sort of answer he was after when 

he asked his question 'Socrates' did not want 'Euthyphro' merely to point to some 

individuai instance, or some sub-class, of the group pious actions. What 'Socrates' 

wanted 'Euthyphro' to do was to identiQ the very idea or ecdos of pious actions as such, 



Le., to identify that property, or characteristic fiahire, fotmd in each pious action, which 

makes it belong to this group." 'Socrates' says that if 'Euthyphro' were to do this, 

'Socrates' could then use it as a prndeignm (paradigm, model, standard, pattern) 

whereby he couid tell which actions are pious and which are not 

'Euthyphro' then maLes another attempt to answer 'Socratff' question (the aature 

of which has now k e n  descnbed even more clearly). Mer considerable assistance Corn 

'Socrates', 'Euthyphro' cornes up with the m w e r  that the pioumess of a p k w  action 

consists in the action's being prosphiles to a11 the gods, that is, dear to and Ioved by al1 

the gods. 

'Socrates' &guis his response to this answer by indicating that it is superior to the 

first answer that 'Euthn,hro7 had given. (Socrates does not indicate the nature of its 

superiority, but apparently it would consia in the fact that the second answer, unlike the 

first, is not obviously too narrow.) Nonetheless 'Socrates' also rejects the second answer, 

it is not an acceptable answer to the question he had asked For even if it is tnie that pious 

actions are Ioved by al1 the gods, k ing  loved by the go& is mereIy a puthos of pious 

actions, something that happeas to, or is undergone by, them (because they are pious); it 

is not the very ousin of pious actions (their very being, their reality).13 (in the ~ e n o ' ~ ,  the 

character 'Socrates' will make another distinction, somewhat simiiar to the above 

distinction between pathos and ousia. when he says you cannot know a poion of virtue, 

such as whether vimie can be acquired by teaching, prior to biowing wbat it is (ti estin), 

i-e., prior to knowing the eidos of virtuous actions.) 

Thus in the Euthyphro we find present (at least with respect to two groups of 

things, namely pious actions and impious actions) the concept of a property or feature: 



(il 

(ii) 

(iii) 

that is cornmon and peculiar to members of the group, Le., a poperty 

found in every member of the group but not in any object not in the group; 

which is precisely that in vimie of which each menber belongs to that 

group; and 

which is precisely what is refened to by the name of the group; (this third 

feature of the property will be clearer in 0 t h  dialogues than it is  in the 

Eurhyphro). 

In other words, the concept of the essence of a p u o  is clearly present in the Euthyphro. 

In addition, when we look at 'Euthyphro's' third attempt at an answer to the 

question put to him by 'Socrates' (which answer is advanceci over numerous stages of 

emendation and clarification and is produced only with considerable assistance nom 

'Socrates'), we find what appears to be a suggestion h m  'Socrates' regarding a 

procedure by which his difficult question codd be successfûiiy answered For there 

'Socrates' seems to suggest that one could successfirlly answer his question regarding 

what const i~es  the ezdos or idea of pious actions (i-e., his question on the very ouria of 

pious actions, theü essence) if one were first of al1 to show that ~ious actions are a mrt, 

or sub-class, of the group just actions (ro dikaion), (Le., if one were to show that while 

every pious action is a just action, not every just action is a pious action), and then to 

identiQ precisely what sort of part pious actions are. in othcr words, we seem to have 

here in the Euthyphro a very early (perhaps the earliest of dl) suggestion that the essence 

of a group could be mted if one were to identiw the ( p r o h t e )  genus of which the 

. . 
group is a species, and then identiQ the s o e c i h g  - ciifference which mallrt this species 

different fkom every other group in the genus. 



In none of the early dialogues dealing with the What-is-Xness? type of question 

does 'Socrates' raise the general question of whether there is an eidos for group of 

objects, and, if not every group, then, which p u p s  do have an asence. In the first book 

of the Republic. 'Socrates' asks what is the nature of just actions (and just persans); and 

in the Loches. he asks what is the nature of courageous actions. Similarly for temperate 

actions in the Charmides- In the Meno (which appears at the beginning of Plato's middle 

dialogues), 'Socrates' wili a s m e  there is an eidos, not ody for each of the various 

groups of virtuous actions, but also for bees, shapes, colon, etc. In the Phaedo (another 

middle dialogue), 'Socrates' will t ak  of many other groups which have an eidos, and in 

the Republ ic u-x'~ he seems to suggest that there is an eidos for evew group for which 

we have a common noun for a narne, or at least for every group characterized by a 

positive feature, such as beautifid things, or good things. Ln a yet later dialogue, the 

Purmenides, some doubt will be cast on the existence of an eidos for certain groups, such 

as dirt and hair. Thus, it would appear that there 1s no ciear and final answer to the 

question of which groups have an eidos that makes things to be members of the group. 

If one were to set out to examine the concept of eidos that is to be folmd advanced 

in Plato7s dialogues by the character 'Socrates', one of the first things to be noted is that 

one probably should talk almost in terms of there king rather distinct concem of 

eidos in his writings. l6 

in the earlv dialogues devoted to the What-is-Xness? type of question (Le., up to 

and including the Meno) we h d  a concept of eidos where an eidos is always conceived 

as a characteristic property which is intrlisic to the individual instances in the group of 

which it is the eidos, and which is present in each instance in exactlv the sarne wav. 



Note that at this early stage the nature d fiinction, and the existence, of an eidos 

is merely assumed by the character 'Sorrates'. Socrates does not stop to argue in favour 

of the existence of an eidos, and he does not examine in any detail its ontological statu. 

Further, he does not clearly relate it to the distinction between knowledge (episteme) and 

belief (doxa), or to the unreliability of the seoses. Nor does he relate it to the question of 

whether the sou1 is immortai or not. The relationship of eidos to these other rnatters d l  

be taken up by the chanrcter 'Socrates' oniy later, in a group of middle dialogues written 

just before, or soon after, Plato's trip to ltaly to visit the Pythagoreans. 

And it is in these rniddle dialogues (sec especially the Phaedo, Symposiium, and 

Republic II-X) that the character 'Socrates' advances what in many ways is a quite 

distinct doctrine of eidos. True, in these middle dialogues an eidos will stiil perfom the 

function of making individuals to be members of a group. But it will do this in a way that 

is quite distinct fiom the way in which it does it in the earlier doctrine. For in thk second 

doctrine, 'Socrates' will conceive an eidos, not as a property which is inmnsic to, and 

exactly the same in, each individual in the group, but as itself a perfkct or ideal king 

which transcends the members of the group; Le., it has an existence separate fiom, and 

independent of, the individual members of the group. Some rxamples that 'Socrates' 

mentioned of an eidos when he conceived it in this way: beauty, goodness, justice, 

equality. What are the characteristics of each eidos? Each of them is invisible, or, rather, 

unable to be grasped by the senses; each of them is unchangeable, etemal, indestructible. 

As for the relationshi~ of individual members of a group to the eidos for that group (say, 

the relationship of beautifid objeçts to beauty itself), 'Socrates' will now refer to it by 

saying the individual mernbers of the group imperfdy reflect or imitate the eidos, so 



that various individuals couid ao~roximate that eidos in v w - n g  de-, or a sùigle 

individual member could approximate it in different degrees at different times. 'Socfates' 

will continue to say that the individuals in a group partici-me & or share in, the eidos; 

but now it is clear that they do always share in it to exactly the same degree. 

It is within these latter dialogues (i-e., the Phaedo, Symposium, RepubIic IZ-X. 

plus the Tirnueus) that an eidos takes on certain additional roles (besides the role of 

constituting a group, and providing a foundanon for wmmon nouas), such as the 

following : 

(a) being the proper object of krïowledge (episteme), as distinct fiom belieflopinion 

(doxu) which has as its proper object the individual members of the group; 

(b) king the model utilized by the Demiourgos (in the Tintaeus) when fashioning the 

physical universe; 

(c )  being an ideal standard against which humans can judge whether, and to what extent, 

existing individual objects are in fact members of a certain group; 

(d) being an ideal model which humans can attempt to approximate in their moral 

behaviour, or artistic activity. 

When we examine Thomas Aquinas's notion of essence, we will indicate which 

of these two notions of eidos Aquinas's notion of essence is closer to. 

Pitt Thme: Aristotle 

A. Aristotle in reîation to Plato 

Mstotle arriveci at Plato's Academy in appronmately 367 BCE, when he was 

about seventeen years old, and stayed there for about twenty years, leaving only at the 



death of Plato in appmximately 347 BCE. This meam thaî Aristotle came to the 

Academy afker Plato had wrïtten the early What-is-Xness? dialogues, and even the 

middle dialogues such as the Phaedo, Symposium, and Republic. 

This twenty-year stay at the Academy had a deep effect on Aristotle. It is tme, of 

course, that Aristotie himself undertook extensive empirical research mon afler leavhg 

the Academy (see, for example, his work in marine biology carried out on the island of 

Lesbos), and the school he later fouded in Athens, the Lyceum, in some part took on the 

character of a scientific research i n s t i ~ e  -things that wouid not be true of Plato or of the 

Academy. But it is also m e  that Aristotle retained a deep interest in those non-em~irical 

areas in which Plato and the Academy were primarily involved, such as metaphysics, 

epistemology, philosophicd psychology, and ethics, and he was active in these areas up 

to the end of his Life. l7 That, of course, does not mean that in these latter fields he adopted 

the same positions as were advanced in Plato's dialogues, or in the Academy. For 

example, if you compare doctrines advanced by Anstotle in his late works with those 

advanced by the character 'Socrates' in the middle dialogues, it will become relatively 

clear that Aristotle rejected the doctrine of personal immortality of the human sou1 that 

had been advanced by 'Socrates', and that he taught an ethics that is this-worldly rather 

than otherworldly. But at times Aristotie did take positions which, from a certain angle, 

were quite similar to what one wouid fmd in the middle dialogues; for example, Aiistotle 

also held that finaiity is present in nature, at l es t  in the sense that the various parts and 

organs of a living king (e.g., rom, hands, feet, stomach, Lungs) work to the benefit of 

the whole plant or animal, and individual memben of a group of living beings work to 

the benefit of the whole group (especially by 



Thus Aristotle's later philosophical doctrines are sometimes quite different h m  

those advanced by the character 'Socrates' in the middle dialogues of Plato, and are 

sometimes fairly similar to them. But what about the doctrines of eidos or ousia that are 

to be found in Plato's dialogues? Did Aristotle adopt them, or reject hem? While a full 

answer to this question would have to be rather long and cornplex, the following rough 

outline should do for our present purposes. 

ui the first place, it is perféctly clear that Anstotie com~letelv reiected the 

doctrine of Transcendent Forms, that is, the doctrine (found in the middle dialogues) of 

foms exîsting independently of and separate nom the individual objects which they 

place into groups, and that he rejected this doctrine fairly early in his career, perhaps 

while he was still at the Academy. His earliest attack on this doctrine was in a work 

entitled Concerning Ided Forms, which is no longer extant except fiom some fragments; 

and the attack contaid in his Metaphy.sics (Book I, ch. 9)' though extant, is on the 

obscure side. Nonetheless, his attack would basically seem to have gme roughly as 

~O~!OWS:  l9 

(0 

(ii) 

(iii) 

the arguments in favor of the existence of Separate Forms are not convincing; 

anyone who does accept those arguments as convincing should also postulate the 

existence of certain additional ideal Forms which the Platonists (says Aristotle) 

are unwilling to accept (such as Ideal Forms corresponding to nouns for negations 

and for arti facts); 

the doctrine is d l  not complete, in that the nature of the relationship of 

individual members of a group to their separate Form is always expressed in 

meta~horical tems (such as 'sharins/participating7, 'imitating', 'reflecting', etc.); 



Le., those who hold this doctrine never say what the rebtionship of individuais to 

their Form is literallv; 

(iv) Even if Ideai Fomis do ex& they would be of no heQ in solving the problems (in 

physics, metaphysics, and epistemology) which they were ptulated to solve. 

But the fact that Anstotle rejected the doctrine of Semraîe F o m  which is found 

in the middle dialogues of Plato does not mean Anstotle was wt deeply intluenced by 

any doctrine of eidos in Plato's dialogues. For Aristotte in fàct acbpted, and riever seems 

to have rejected, the doctrine that it is form that places objects into groups, and that it is 

fom that is the proper object ofinteliectual and scientific ~ n o w l e d ~ e . ~ ~  

When Anstotle came to disagree radicdy with the doctrine of forms, this bas to 

do, first of all, with location and ontoloaical status of fonns: for Aristotie, a fom has no 

extra-mental existence other than as a prowrtv within the members of the group (which is 

very similar to the position to be fou& in Plato's earlier dialogues concemed with the 

What-is-Xness? type of question). For Mstotie, at least at the time of writing his 

Cafegories, that which is most r d ,  and most dese~ng  of the title 'ornia ' (reality), is the 

individual member of the group. The group itself, whether it be a species or a genus, is 

ousia only in a secondary way. Secondly, Aristotle's disagreement had to do with the 

wav in which the human intellect cornes to acauire knowledae of form; for An'stode, the 

human intellect uses a type of abstracting ectivity to grasp the form pesent in the 

individual objects that have been sensed (as distinct from the doctrine speiied out in the 

Meno and Phuedo, according to which the knowiedge of form was acquired in a pPvious 

existence, i-e., prior to the sou1 entering the present body, and al1 that happens now is that 



sensation (or astute questioning) simply reminds the soul what it a h d y  knew but had 

forgotten). 

B. Aristotle's Doctrine of the (Ten) categories2' 

Since the opening chapters of Aristotle's work called the Categories are a mixture 

of grammatical, logical, and metaphysical investigation, it is not easy to give a simple 

and final explanatioo of his doctrine of categories, or of the way in which he arrivai at it. 

As used by Aristotle, the noun 'kategoria ' would seem first of dl to have meant a 

predicate, or what is asserted In addition, the word wodd seem to have meant one of  a 

number of irreducible groups (or supreme genera) into which entities, and aspects of 

entities, can be placed (A~wrentlv Aristotle anived at his lia of irreducible groups of 

entities, and aspects of entities, by examiniag the various types of predicates, though this 

is not clear.) 

Although it is customary to refer to 'the @ categories' of reality, one should not 

assume that AristotJe himself had settied on a doctrine according to which ail reality can 

be organized into exactlv ten irreducible groups. h-stotle on occasion listed fewer than 

ten, and he never suggested the list of ten is exhaustive. 

The f m  category given by Aristotle is ousïa (traditionally translaîed in this 

conte- by the word 'substance'). As indicated above, the primary instance of ousiu 

would be an individual member of a species, e.g, Socrates. The other nine categories 

Anstotle mention4 were al1 called 'accidents', and consist of the following: quantity, 

quality, relation, location, t h e ,  action/doing, passion/undergoing, position, and 

state/habitus. 



C. Aristotk on definition and essence* 

Today it is customary to distinNsh between nominai definition (that is, a 

definition where what is king defined is a word or symbol), and a definition (an 

arnbiguous expression used to refer to a variety of activities where what is k ing  

subjected to the defrning process is not a word or symbol, but a thing). (Sorne would 

restrict the term 'definition' to the process of defining terms and symbols.) Aristotle, like 

Pfato, did not explicitiy make this distinction between nomid and d definitiow but if 

one examines the various 'definïtions' he gives, it becornes clear that (with a few 

exceptions, where the definiendunt is a word) he (Iike Plato) did think that he was 

merely explaining what a word means. Thus, when in the Nicornachean Ethics he gave 

the logos of eudoimoniii (happiness) as chmctenstic human activity perfomed in 

accordance with, and as an expression of, the highest human virtue of d l ,  he was not 

tryhg to say what Greek speakers meant by the word 'eudaimonia'. Similady, when in 

the same work he 'defined' moral virtue as the habit or acquired disposition, inclining 

one to chmse the mean between two extremes, he was tryïng to convey what he thought 

moral virtue consisted i q  not what Greek speakers meant by the term. Aristotle's 

'definitions' were (for the most part) not something you started with, but a goal to be 

achieved by demonstration. For Aristotle, to successfully 'define' something was to give 

a tnie account of the essence of the thing being def ind 

As for the method for producing a 'real definition', Aristotle is most dosely 

associated with the method using the (proximate) genus, and the specimng difference, of 

the thing (which method may have been present in the final section of Plato's 

Eurhyphro). in the above 'reai definition' of eudaimonia, the genus was 'characteristic 



human activity', and the spec-g differeace was 'performed in accordance wi* and as 

an expression of the highesî human Mrtue of dl'. As for the above 'real definition' of 

moral virtue, 'habit or acquired disposition' was the genus, and 'incliniag one to choose 

the mean between two extremes' was the specivng difference. The 'real definition' of a 

human being as  a rational animal (where animal is the genus, and rational the speci-g 

difference) is probably the most famous 'definition' atmbuted to Anstotle over the 

centuries, though its basis in Aristotle's writings is not so clear as the above two 

'definitions' taken fkom the Nicornachean Ethics. 

Part Four: Lbi Sima f~vicennaP 

According to the lslamic thinker Ibn Sina (980- 1037)- who was known in Medieval Latin 

as 'Avicenna', there are several concepts &ch are primary, in the sense that their 

meaning is obvious, and there are no simpler notions by which they could be explained. 

The first notion which our intellect conceives is the notion of k i n g '  (Ibn Sina's word 

here will later be translated into Latin as 'em 3; a king is anything that exicts. Another 

pnrnary concept is 'thing' (to be later translated into Latin as 'res'), a thing king 

anything about which a tme statement cm be made. Each thing has an essence by which 

it is what it is. And since every k i n g  (except one) bas an essence through which it 

necessarily is what it is, every king involves some necessity; thus, if a king has the 

essence of a triangle, it is necessarily a niangle. FuRher, it is characteristic of an essence 

that it be communicable to rnany. 

Anstotle had made a iogical distinction between the following two aspects of an 

object: (i) what the thing is; and (ii) the fact that it is. That is, Aristotle distinguished 



between the answers to the following two questions: (i) Whai kind of thing is it? And (ii) 

Does it exist? 

Alfarabi (870-950), an islamic thinker a bit earlier tban tbn Sina, took Aristotle's 

logical distinction and nuned it into a real distinction to be found in every creature 

(between its essence and its existence), thereby distinguikhing creatures fiom the Creator 

(in whom there is no such di~tuiction).'~ 

Ibn Sina uicorporated this distinction (between the essence and the existence of a 

creature) into his metaphysics, and deveioped the concept of an essence, e-g., humanness, 

considered in itself, as distinct fiom king coosidered as it exists, either in individual 

humans (where the essence is individualized), or in au intellect (where it is universai, in 

the sense of being able to be predicated of individual humans)- Considered in itself, 

hurnanness is simply itself, neither individuai nor universal. By this means Ibn Sha  

amved at a notion of essence considered in itself, absbacting nom anything extrinsic to 

it. 

Although this distinction between essence and existence is made withui 

philosophy, histoncally speaking the discovery (or making) of it was no doubt in part the 

resdt of religion- As Maurer puts it: 

No doubt the impulse to extend Aristotle's logicai distinction to 
the order of di csme h m  the revealed notion of creatioq 
which was unknown to Aristotle. For Alfarabi and Avicenaa, a 
creanire in itself is a possibIe beimg; that is to Say, it is an essence 
which can exist when given existence by its cause. Its existence, 
then, is not idemical with its esseilce, nor is it one of the essential 
properties following upon the essence, as the ability to iaugh is 
an essential property of the essence of man and a necessary 
concomitant of it. Existence is a separable concoautant or accident 
of essence. At Ieast this is true of created existence. In God there 
is no distinction between essence and existence. I n d e  Avicenna 
denies to God an essence, pmpedy speaking, for an essence is 
communicable to many, whereas God is unique. He alone exists 
necessarily through himself; he alone is pure e~istence.~' 



Ibn Sina, îike Aristotle, divides science into speculative sciences and practicaI 

sciences, and then divides specuiative science into: 

(i) natural science, whicb deais with mobile objects whose existence depends on 

matter, 

(ii) mathematics, which also deals with objects existing in matter, but which are 

considered wittiout considering matter' and 

(iii) Metaphysics, wtiich deais with Uungs that do not exist in matter and motion 

Metaphysics is also referred to by other narnes: 'prime science', because it 

considen the €üst principle, being, and 'wisdom' or divine science', because t 

considers God and the Separate Intelligences. 



Chapter Two 

Aquinas, and the conttxt in which he wrote 

This introductory chapter contains tbree major parts. The tust part gives a brief 

account of Thomas Aquinas's life; the second part explains the rise and organization of 

universities in madieval Europe7 and the activities of medieval professor~ and students; 

the Iast part considers ~ I a t i o n s ,  and farniliarity with Aristotle in tbe Middle Ages. 

Part Oae: A life of Thomas ~ a u i n d  

At the end of 1224 or beginning of 1225, the Cade of Roccasecca, not fàr nom 

Naples, witnessed the birth of Thomas Aquinas. His parents sent hun to the Benedictine 

Abbey of Monte Cassino as an oblate when he was five years olb From 1230 to 1239, he 

stayed there, until the Emperor Frederick II expeiied the monks. The fourteen-year-old 

boy retumed home and after a few months, in the almmin of  1239. he went to the 

University of Naples. He studied the seven liberal arts (ie., grammari logic, rhetonc, 

arithmetic, geometry, music, astronomy) and philosophy in Naples. At Naples, Master 

Martin taught grarnmar and logic, wble Peter of Ireland taught iiatural philosophy. Peter 

of Ireland was an Aristotelian, arid Aquinas flrst becarne famibar with Aristotelian 

thought through this teacher. During this period of his life Aquinas became acquainted 

with Dominicm m'ars and was attracted to k i r  community. He entered the Order of 

preaçhers in the year 1244, at the age of nineteen 

It might be because his f d y  did not approve of his entrance to the ûrder that 

the Dominican General took Thomas with him to Bologna, and then sent him to the 

University of Paris. Thomas was kidnapped by his brothers on the way, and was pnsoner 



at Aquino for about a year. His family's efforts were not successfiil in changing his mind 

Thomas remained in the Order, and was taken to Paris (by John the German), where he 

stayed fiom 1245 to 1248. 

According to Weisheipl there are difficulties in accepting the theory that during 

these three years at Paris Thomas studied under Albert the Great, or that he enrolled in 

the arts course at the University of Paris. Perhaps "he would have spent his t h e  years at 

Paris, before his going to Cologne, in prayer, in private study under the lector of the 

house, and in observing the Domuiican way of life"'. 

Thomas accompanïed Albert the Great to Cologne in the summer of 1248. Albert 

was sent there to establish the first studiwn generale (house of studies) in Germany. 

Thomas remained there d l  1252. According to Copleston, durhg the three yean in 

Paris and four years in Cologne, Thomas was in close contact with Albert the Great, who 

had a great infiuence on Thomas; however, Aibert was not the first person who 

introduced Thomas to Anstotle. Aibert believed in a sound philosophical foundation for 

theology. As a bachelor mder Albert in Cologne, Thomas produced three commentaries. 

A bacheior, or assistant, must lecture cursody on one or other book of the Bible, whkh 

means reading the text, paraphrasing difficult passages, and andyzing senes of questions 

arising from îhe t e s  Those years at Cologne were the most propitious years in both 

Albert's life and Thomas's. 

Thomas rettuned to Paris in 1252 and continued his midies. He also prepared 

himself to teach the Skniences. According to Copleston, Thomas lectured on the 

Scnptures from 1252 untii 1254 and on the Sentences of Peter Lombard fiom 1254 until 

1256. Thomas worked, during these yean, under Elias Brunet, the only master in 



theology in the Dorninican chair for "foreigners". Unfortunately, there are no writings 

known to have ken produced by Brunet. 

The Scriptunt super senterüiias (which is a commentary of the ordimtio type) is 

Thomas's commentary on the Sentences of Peter Lombard (There are two kinds of 

commentaries attributed to Thomas: the reprtiu, which is a report of the live lecture 

written down by a student, and the ordinatio, which is a fished product m e n  or 

dictated by the author himself.) Peter Lombard's first three ùwks  are about Trinity, 

Creation, Christ, and virtues. The fourth book of the Sentences considers the seven 

sacraments, which are signs, or symbols- Thomas dîvided the four books into two groups 

of two each: the first two consider the exitus of al1 things fiom God, and the last two 

concern with the reditus of al1 things to G d  Weisheipl in his Friar Thomas D'Aquino 

says "the Scriptum on the Sentences can be compared with the modem Ph.D. thesis. 

Although the Scriplum is a work of genius, it does not present the final and definitive 

thought of Thomas, such as we find in his later works, particularly the Sultunu contra 

gentiles, the S m m a  rheologiae, and his Questiones disp~tatue".~ Lt was during these four 

years (Le., 12524256, before he began lechiring as a rnaster) thaf at the request of his 

brethren, he wrote the followuig two treatises: De ente et essenîia adfiarres et socios 

suos (Conceming Being and Essence), and De principiis maturue ad *rem sytvestmm 

(Concerning the Principfes of Ncutae). The fint one is one of the two works of Thomas 

Aquinas that will be examined in this thesis. 

Besides lectunng, Thomas hitd to participate in disputations which means that he 

had to answer 'objections' of his own master, and also of other masters; to get his licence, 

he had to be evaluated by other masters. 



Thomas received his licence to teach in the faulty of theology in 1256. He was a 

Dominican professor at the University of Paris for three years (until 1259). During these 

years he perfomed al1 the requirements of his office, namely lecturing, disputing and 

preaching. The basic text of the master's classes was the Bible. Thomas's biblical 

commentaries on lsaiah and on the GospeI of St- Matthew probably belonged to this 

period. The Quesriones q d i b e t a i e s  7, 8, 9, 10. and II, plus two commentaries on 

Boethius, In Boethitan de Hebdontadibus, and In Boerhizcm de Trinitute, are dso to be 

assigned to this perid (Le., before1259, when he lefi for Itaiy). (The last mentioned work 

is another work of Aquinas that will be examuied in this thesis.) 

Thomas began his famous Smma contra Gentiles, a Wtiting that did not originate 

from strictly academic obligations, in Paris (125û-59) and finished it in ltaiy (1264). It 

seems that Spanish Dominican Raymond of Penafort, who was evangelising non- 

Chriaians in Spain and North Afiica, suggested the Summa coma Gentiles, as a 

theological encyclopedia for the use of missioaaries among Jews and Muslims. Summa 

contra Gerztiles has basically two parts: Books 1-III consider tniths about G d  that can be 

known by human reason, and Book N deals with truths about God and divine things that 

can be h o w n  oniy by revelation Since missionaries argueci with people who were 

usually familiar with the philosophy of Aristotle and Aviceuna, the f h t  three books rely 

heavil y on Aristotle and Avicenna 

Thomas went to Italy in the spring of 1259 to teach theology at the studium curiae 

attached to the Papal court uatil 1268. Accordhg to Copleston, he was at Anagni with 

Alexander N (2259-6 I), at Orvieto with Urban IV (1261-64), at Santa Sabina in Rome 

(1265-67), and at Viterbo with CIement IV (126748). Thomas met William of 



Moerixke, the famous translater, at the court of Urban IV, Armand A Maurer states that 

William of Moerbeke's contribution to this work of translating is worthy of special 

notice. He revised older transiaiions and made new and more faithfûl translations of 

Aristotle's Greek texts. He aiso ûanslated some Greek cornmentarie~.~ 

Thomas composed the Summa Theo[ogtae between 1265 and 1273 as a result of 

his experience in Rome. It seerns that Thomas found the Sknrences of Peter Lombard 

unsuitable for teachuig b&mers because they were tw ddailed, unsystematic, and too 

repetitious. 'mot only were the Sentences of Peter Lombard a prime example of these 

deficiencies, but the Scriptures themselves lack a logical ordeC5 in the prologue of the 

Summo Theofogiae he says, ". . . it is our purpose in the present work to treat of the things 

which belong to the Christian religion in such a way as befits the instruction of 

beginners7'. 

Thomas retumed to Paris in 1268. He was teaching there until 1272. Besides his 

teaching, he engaged in controversy with the Averroists, and those who attacked the 

religious Orders. 

In 2 272 he went to Naples to set up a Dominican studium generafe. He did his last 

academic work there. in 1274, Pope Gregory X summoned him to Lyons to participate in 

the Council. He never fished his joumey, passïng away "on the way on March 7& 1274 

at the Cistercian monastery of Fossanuova, between Naples and Rome. He was forty-nine 

years of age at the t h e  of his death, having left behind him a Me devoted to study and 

t e a ~ h i n ~ " . ~  



Part TWO: Rise and omanization of medieval ~miversities'. and the rctivities 
of medieval orofessors and students 

The Middle Ages contriibuted universities to western culture- The new universities 

were one of the most important developmeats that shaped thïfleenth-cenhuy thought 

During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, France, England, northern Spain, and Italy al1 

witnessed increasing nurnbers of students and teachea. Subsequentiy the large number of 

midents and teachers needed a better way of organization, especidly for controtLing the 

acceptance of students and the granting of a licence to te& Mastea and students joined 

together to fix niles for these new institutions. Universities must receive their pnvileges 

fiom Pope or Emperor. The University of Paris was founded by teachers and students 

attached to the Cathedra1 School of Notre Dame and the other schools of Paris. Robert de 

Courçon, Papal Legate, sanctioned the statutes of University of Paris in 1215. in the 

thirîeenth century, the most important center of higher studies was the University of 

Paris. Universities of Paris, Oxford, Bologna and some smaller ones had been established 

by the middlv of the theenth century. ". . . Whereas Paris was the scene of the triumph 

of Aristotelianism, the name of Odord recalls a characteristic mingling of the 

Augustinian tradition with 'empiricism7, as in the philosophy of Roger  acon".^ 

As for the usual organhtion of a medieval university, there were facuities of 

Law, Medicine, Theology, and Arts, with the latter k i n g  the basic faulty. In the Faculty 

of Arts, students studied seven llkral arts (i-e. grammar, logic, rhetork, arithmetic, 

geometry, music and astronomy). To be accepted in other faculties, a student had to study 

at the Faculty of Arts, and to go to the Faculty of Arts the student should be between 15 

and 2 1 years 016 Four and a half to six yean, depending on the university, of studies in 



Arts was mandatory before proceeding to theology Having been admitted to Theology, 

students had to spend four years in attendhg BibLical lectures, md hm, more years in 

attending l e c t .  on the Sentences of Peter Lombard Afîer that if tbey were twenty-six 

years of age, they became a Baccalaureate and lectured on two books of the Bible for two 

years. Then they could lecture on the Seniences for the next two years. Finally after 

several years in lecturing and disputing they could teach theology, provide they met the 

minimum age of thirty-four. 

Three funetions of a medieval p r o f w r :  Pmching, Leehriag, and Holding 
~ i r ~ u t a t i o n s ~  

Weisheipl says: 

Already in the twellth cenhlry the fùnction of a master in 
theology was threefold: to lecture (-geroL on a suitable 
authority u n i v d l y  recognized as such, to dispute (&~i~ume) 
and determine questions brought up for discussion by himself: 
other masters, or studeats, and to preach @r4e&cme) univmity 
sermons, as weii as d e r  sermons when the occasion presented itself."' 

Basicdly, a lecture involved reading aloud a section of an authoritative text, 

dividing the text into srnaller parts, paraphrasng difficuit paris, and discwing important 

points. Literal commentaries and other Literary forms were the usud matenal of a lecture. 

There were three kinds of lectures: ordioary, extraordinary, ,and cursory. Ordinary 

lectures were those on required textbooks. Exmaordinary lectures were not restncted to 

the textbooks but wuld be on other books that were reviews or supplements of the 

ordinary courses. Cursory lectures were short reviews of main problems of standard texts. 

Lecturing was a fiuiction for both a bachelor (or assistant) and a master, however, theu 

lechires were different A bachelor tirst lectined c m r i l y  on Bibiical texts for one or two 



yean, and then on the Sentences the next two years. His lecture consisted in d g  

lightly over the text, which means reading if paraphrasing difficult parts of the tex& and 

bringing up some questions. In this way, the bachelor and other students became familiar 

with the text. On the other hanci, a master's lecture involved explaining every problem in 

the te% bringing up theological questions, and saying the last word, which was the auth 

of the matter. 

Another function of a master in theology was to carry out disputabons at various 

times in an academic year. These disputations, in the form of questions and answers, are 

important to evaluate medievai philosophers and theologians. There were three types of 

disputations, the ordinary, the special, and the fimi examination for the students. An 

ordinary formal disputatioa usually was held for two days. On the first day, the professor 

announced the time and the topic. AU his bachelors were summoned to participate, al1 

other masters and theu students were also invited The professor gave a bnef 

introduction, then a bachelor, who was appointed by professor, received and responded to 

arguments presented by sorne members of the audience. Lf it was necessary, the master 

helped his bachelor. A secretary recorded the whole session. The discussion took about 

three hours during the moming The next available day, the Company gathered to hear the 

summary and final solution given by the master. Disputations were usuaily published 

either as a note taken in a meeting or in a revised and expeuided version by the master. 

There were also special disputations presented two times a year (during Advent 

and Lent), which were open to a greater public. and the topic could be about anything 

initiated by any member of the audience. Another type of disputation was the one 



connected with the final examination, for evaluating the ability of a mident to find the 

tmth, defending it, and rejecting the objections to i t  

Religious Orciers at universitia 

Ln thirteenth century, there were two major mendicant Orden: the Dominicans 

and the Franciscans. Both Orders claimed chairs of theology in the University of Paris. In 

1229, the Dominicans received one chair and in 123 1, the second chair. In 123 1, the 

Franciscans received their only chair. The Fraociscan thinkers were iofluenced by the 

Augustinian crnrent of thought, which was "conse~ative in character and generally 

reserved in its attitude towards Anstotelianism, its attitude vacyiog fkom marked hostility 

to partial acceptance"." The Dominicans were much more favourable to the Aristotelian 

current of thought. Avemism was another current of thought Independent and eclectic 

thinkers like Duns Scotus, who revised the Franciscan tradition in the light of 

Aristotelianism, could be counted as yet another cunent of thought at that time. 

Part Three: A~warance in Europe of Latin tnnslations of Aristotte. and of 
several immrtant Isiamic thinkers 

Since the rise of universities, and familiarity with Aristotle and Islamic thinkers 

through translations, are keys for understanding western intellechial development in the 

Middle Ages, it is worth considering those translations historically. Thus this part will 

deal with the following: background of how the Islarnic world became familiar with 

Greek thought, and especially with Aristotle's works; a bnef survey of some important 

fslamic and Jewish thinkers, who had influence on the medieval Latin world; and 



consideration of the new translations €tom the middle of the twelfth century until the 

philosopher-theologians whose thoughts are focused in this theses, Inornas Aquinas. 

A. How the Isiamic world became familiar with Greek phïh~phy, and especially 
with Aristotle's w ~ r l u ' ~  

To expiain the familiarity of the Latin world with Aristotle, we shouid first take a 

look at the familiarity with Aristotle to be found in the Islamic world For some of 

Aristotle's works, and commentaries on them, came to the Latin world through Islamic 

and Jewish thinkers, Gilson states: 

our religion is Chn'stianity, and its birthplace, Palestine, 
is in Asia, not in Europe. Our whole phiiosophy cornes 
fiom Greece, which lies on the borderline between 
Europe and Asia ancl, for this very teason, has aiways 
been open to Asiatic influences. Through Egypt, even 
Afnca has been influentid in shaping western culture, 
Last, not least, mediaeval Europe did not uiherit Greek 
philosophy dkectly, but indirectiy, through the channel 
of Syrian, Persian and Arabic scholars, scientists and 
philosophers. Some elementary notions concerning the 
history of Arabian philosophy are therefore necessary 
for a correct interpretation ofthe history of mediaevd th01 

The philosophical schools in Athens and elsewhere were closed by Ernperor 

Justinian's order in 529 AD. The Christian school of Edesçp where the philosophy of 

Aristotle had been taught together with other subjects, was one of the schools that were 

closed. When Edessa was closeci, its teachers went on into Persia and established the 

schools of Nisibis and Gondisapora In Syrh, philosophicai and scientific works had been 

transiated £kom the Greek, and even in some schools the philosophy of Aristotle was 

taught. The reason that Syrians had to learn Greek was that shce they became Christians, 

they needed to know Greek to read Holy Writ. Thus, Persia and Syria became familiar 



with Greek works, especially Aristotle's works. After Persia and Syria converted to 

Islam, and the scientific language became Arabic, "Euclid, Archimedes, Ptolany, 

Hippocrates, Gaien, Aristotle, Theophastus and Alexander of Aphrodisias wem 

translated, either directly fiom Greek in«> Arabic or indirectly fiom Greek into Syrïac, 

then from Syriac into ~rabic". '~  Syrian and Penian thinkea were attracted to Greek 

philosophy quickly. Islamic and Jewi& thinkers, over the centuries asshilated and 

in some cases developed An-stotle's philosophy. However, they, as well as Greek 

commentators, rningled Aristotle' s with Neoplatonic ideas, and circulated under 

Aristotle's name some Neoplatonic works. 

B. Some important Islamic and Jewisb thinkers who were influential on medieval 
European thought 

First of all, four important Islamic thinken wiU be mentioued; in the case of some, their 

main ideas were indicated in my fkst Chapter. 

~l- ind di": Al-Kindi (805-873), who was an encyclopaedist and lived in Basra, 

wrote 260 treatises covering almost the whole field of Greek Iearning: arithmetic, 

geornetry, astronomy, music, optics, medicine, logic, psychology, meteorology and 

politics. In his On the Intellect, written under the influeme of kifexander of Aphrodisias, 

he deals with the nature of the intellect. He clarified the distinction between the possible 

intellect (which receives intellection) and the agent intellect (which makes objects to be 

actually intelligible). Through descniing the operations of the intellect, he showed the 

nature of abstraction, which prodiices universals. He claimed that his explanation of the 

intellect is following the doctrine of Plato and Anstotle. He also considered the agent 



intellect, or "intellect dways in ad*, to be a spiritual being, separate h m  the sou4 as an 

Intelligence; this is one for ail manland, and it actualizes the potential intellect. 

Al-~arabi'~: &Farabi (870-950) W e d  and taught at Baghded He translated 

and wrote cornmentaries on Porphyry's and Aristotle's logical works. Al-Farabi also 

wrote treatises: On the intellect and the Inteifigibie, O n  the sou(, On uni@ ami the One, 

etc. He seems to have been the first thinker in history to claim the distinction between 

essence and existence is a & distinction, 

Avicenna" (Ibn Sina, 980-1037), who lived in area of present-day Iran, was 

unique as a systematizer of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic thought His AlShifa (the cure) 

should be mentioned as an organized collection of al1 of logic, mathematics, physics, 

psychology, and metaphysics. It had great appeal for later, Christian theologians. 

Averroes18 ( 1 126- 1 198) was the most famous Spanish Arab philosopher, bom at 

Cordoba. He (like Avicenna) wrote a treatise on medicine that was later a textbook He 

has been known as 'Ihe commentatof', because his efforts to write commentaries on most 

of Aristotle's works were successful. In his commentaries, he summarized and discussed 

earlier Greek and Arab explanations. His aim was to establish a definitive interpretation 

of "the Master". Averroes believed in the etemity of the universe, despite religious 

doctrine, and he also rejected any real distinction between essence and existence, and the 

Aicemian theory of emanation. 

Averroes's consideration of three classes of men and three kinds of arguments is 

famous19. People in the first class, whose imagination is s m g e r  than their reason, are 

apt to be convinced by clever speech ody. Religion and revelation are philosophical tnith 

made acceptable to them. In the second group, people are more open to diaiectical 



probabilities. They believe the same thing as the füst p u p ,  but they want a ceason for 

accepting these beliefs. The third group is made up of those for whom nothing except 

necessary demonstrations can quench k i r  thirst for knowledge. Only philosophers can 

see the truth, 'and cornmon persoas and beiievers get ody a symbolic interpretation. 

Another of Averroes's doctrines is about the unity of the human inteUect. He went 

beyond hicema and said thai for d himians there was only one seperate possible 

inteilect The best that individual souk can'do, says Avem~s, is pepe perceprs (called 

phantasms) on which the separated intellect works to produce its universal idea~''~~; 

consequently, he rejected personal immortaltrtalttyty His doctrine against religious beliefs 

resuited in hostility toward his philosophy among Chridans, as well as among Muslims. 

Also, since he was influenced by ANtotle's philosophy, he gave Arïstotle a bad 

reputation. But Aquinas learned a great deal fiom him, as he usuaily referred to 

Averroes's commentaries on Aristotle, 

Secondly, two Jewish thinkers: 

ibn GabrielZL (Avicebron ca. 1021-ca.1058), a Spanish Jew, wrote The Source qf 

Life. He was a Neoplatonic thinker, and taught that ail creatures corporeal and 

incorporeal are composed of fom and matter. Almost a i i  Frauciscan theologians adopted 

the doctrine of "spirinial matter", but Aquinas would reject it 

Moses  aim mon id es^ ( 1 135-1204}, the greatest Jewish Aristotelian of the Middle 

Ages, was born in Cordoba and lived most of his life in Cairo. He wrote The Guide for 

the Perplered to answer the question whether Greek science and philosophy wuid be 

reconciled with the Jewish faith. He believed there was no conflict between teason and 

faith; however, he thought that fath should corne first (and it is good emugh for children 



and ordinary people). Aquinas would adopt many of the positions of Maimonides on the 

relatiooship of faith and reason. Maimonides rejected Aristotle's argument for the 

eternity of the universe, since Aristotle did not consider the omnipotence of God; 

therefore, we should leave the answer to revelatioa Aquinas also adopted the same 

attitude toward this problem. Maimoaides acceped the existence of God basd on 

Aristotelian metaphysics, as the unmoved mover, uncaused cause and the only necessary 

being He was against the use of positive atüi'butes in desmibing Go4 but not opposed to 

negative or action attriibutes. "Aquinas opposeci his doctrine of the divine attributes"? 

Maimonides followed Avicema's cosmology, and accepted his doctrine of personal 

immortality through human union with the agent intellect. 

C. The new traoslritioas €rom the middle of the twelith century uatil 
uinas2' 

The next step is to find out when the Latin world became aware of the writings of 

Aristotle, and of the above philosophers who were more or less under the influence of 

Aristotle' s thought. 

Some Latin thinkers fiom one or two centuries before the Christian era read 

Aristotle in Greek and reflected his ideas in their Latin compositions. From the fourth to 

the sixth century of the cment era, Latin translations became more numerous; however, 

only Aristotle's logical writings were translated into Latin. Boethius, a Roman scholar 

and statesrnan (m480ca S X ) ,  wnslated Aristotle' s Caregories and On Interpretaîion; 

he wanted to translate al1 of Plato's and Anstotle's works to show their basic agreements. 

The remaining works of Anstotle were not available in Latin until the middle of 

the twelfih ce*. It seems that Meditemanean countries (especially Italy, Sicily, and 



Spah), where Chnstians7 Muslims, and Jews lived together and spoke each other's 

language, were the stariing places for the new translations. Sicily and Spain were two 

important centres of the work of translation The most famous school of translators was 

in Toledo, Spain. MI of AristotIe's works, and those of his followers and bis 

commentators, wee either in Greek or in Arabic. Thus, there were two kinds of 

translations: fiom Arabic to Latin, and fiom Greek to Latin. 

(i) Translations k m  Arabic to Latin: 

'7oannes Hispanus translated nom Aiabic into Latin the logic of Avicenna. 

Dominicus Gundissainus, with help of other SC holars, translated the Meraphysics of 

Avicenna, parts of his Physics, his De Sufficienfia, De Caelo et Mundo and De Mundo, 

the Metuphysics of Al-Gazel and De Scientiis of Al-Farabi. He also translatai fiom 

Arabic imo Latin the Source of LIfe of ~vicebron"? Gerard of Cremona (died in 1187), 

who worked at Toledo, "translatd from Arabic to Latin Aristotle's Posterior Annlytcs 

(together with the commentary of Themistius), Physics, De Caelo et M d o ,  De 

Genera~ione et Cormptione, Meteorologica (fim three books); Alkindi's De /nfel/ectu, 

De Somno et Visione, De Quinque Essentiis, the Liber de Cuusis and some other 

~ o r k s " . ' ~  Toledo was also important in thirteenth century. There, Michael Scot (died 

c. 1235) translated De Cuelo et Mundo, De Anima, and the Physics of Aristotle, 

Averroes's commentaries on the De Anima and the De Caelo et M d o ,  and Avicenna's 

compendium of the De Animolibus. Herman the Gennan (died in 1272) translated 

Averroes's 'middle commentary7 on the Nicoinacheun Ethics, Averroes's compendium of 

the Nicomachean Ethics and bis commentaries on the Rhetoric and Poetics. In addition to 



these works, sections of Avicenna's encyclopedia, AIShjCo, were traaslated into Latin in 

Toledo. 

(ii)Translations fiom Greek to Latin: 

James of Venice (d. after 1142) translate4 nom the Greek, the Posterior 

Anafyfics, Physics, De Aninio, Metuphysics and some minor works. Henricus Afistippus 

translated (before t 162) Book N of the 1tfeteoraIogica fnnn the Greek (As has been 

mentioned, Gerard of Cremona translaîed fiom Arabic the first three books.) It seerns that 

in the tweUth century there were several translations for which the tramlators are 

unknown, e-g., translations of rhe De Generatione et Corruptione, the De Sensu und De 

Somno, the Physrcs, the Metuphysics, Books II and III of the Nicornacheun Ethics, the 

Prtor Anafyrics and the Topics. It is said that it is a mistake to think that Latin scholars 

were completely dependent on translations fiom Arabic completely. Copleston states that 

some parts of Metaphysics were translated €rom Greek before the translation fiom the 

Arabic. He argues that the translation had been used in Paris by 12 10 and was hown as 

the Metuplysica Vetus, as distinct fiom the translation from Arabic that was known as 

Mefaphysxcn Nova. ((Later the title Mefaphysica Nova was given to the translation fkom 

the Greek by William of Moerbeke (after 1260), the translation that Aquïnas's 

commentary is based on.) There were also translations of the Physics, De Generatione et 

Compfzone, and the De Anima frorn Greek before their translation from Arabic. William 

of Moerbeke (1 2 15-1286) banslated Aristotle's works from Greek, and revised earlier 

translations. He also translated some commentaries of Alexander of Aphrodisias, 

Simplicius, Joannes Philoponus and Themistius fiom Greek, as weil as some works of  



Proclus and the Timerrs of Plato- Otber work of William were translations of the 

Poiitics, Rhetoric, Oeconomica or Ma- Morelia, De Caeio, Mefeoroiogica I-III, De 

Animafibus and Metaphysics. 

Translations from Arabic had been circulateci widely; however, William of 

Moerbeke's venions quickly displaced them (except for the De Animufibus). It seems 

that William's venions were more hiithful and cornplete. 

By the end of the t w e m  centq, most of Aristotle7s works, except the De 

Animlibus and part of Efhics, were translated into La& However, Anstotie did not 

become very important in the academic world (universities) unti1 the middle of the 

thirteenth century. Study of Aristotle's book of nahiral philosophy was forbidden in the 

beginning of the thirteenth century (1210) at Park (though not in other universities Iike 

Oxford). In 12 15, Anstotle's Metaphysics and books on oaniral philosophy with their 

cornmentaries were prohibited in 123 1, Pope Gregory M set up a commission to censor 

the forbidden books. The commission was not successful, and " by 1255 the tide had 

turned so strongly in favor of Arktotle that all his knowa works were k ing  taught at 

pans77. 27 



Chapter Three 

Essence as Found in Corporcal Beings according to the De Ente et 

Essentia of Thomas Aquinas 

introduction 

Thomas Aquinas wrote the important short treatise entitled De Ente et Essenfia 

(Concerning i3ei.lg.s und Essence) at some point pnor to his becoming a master in the 

Facdty of Theology at the University of Paris in March of 1256. Thus, it was one of his 

earliest writingç, written when he was about thirty years old, and at the time as he was 

also cornposing his commentary on Peter Lombard's Book of Senkmces (which he had 

begun in 1252). 

Among al1 the writings of Aquinas in which he expresses metaphysical doctrines, 

this treatise is aimost unique in at Ieast thre  ways. In the f h t  place, this work is different 

from the vast majority of his writuigs, which are theological in character in the sense thaî 

the philosophical doctrine contained in them is seen by Aquinas as having a special 

relationship to Christian d d n e .  Note piimcularly the absence of quotations from 

Sacred Scripture in this treatise. Here Aquinas will ofien simply explain in some detail 

wbat he holds, though at other t h e  he will give arguments to support bis positions; but at 

no time will he appeal to texts he would regard as revealed Secondl~, this work does not 

take the form of a commenfary on an authoritative text, and hence is quite different in 

style from, say, his commentaries on the works of Aristotle, where his primary goal is to 

express, not his own philosophical positions, but those of Aristotle. In his De Ente et 



Essentia, Aquinas will quote many other thinken, especially ANtotie, Ibn Sina 

(Avicenna), and Ibn Rochd (Averroes), but he is clearly expressing his owri philosophical 

views, and is not wrîting a history of philosophy. ThÜdlv, this work is lroi made up of a 

long series of units that reflect the various oral disputations he carried on (with each unit 

beginning with a question, foliowed by arguments for the negative aaswer to the 

question, then arguments for the afknative m e r ,  then his own aaswer, foUowed by 

his responses to the two sets of arguments). UnWre the Su1111114 TheologiM, and more R e  

the Summa contra Gentiles, this short treatise simply explains the position of the writer 

without the elaborate structure of an article which is so typical of scholastic writing. 

When d y z i n g  and summarizing this treatise, 1 will generaily be following the 

standard translation of it made by A. Maurer. When giving references to the text of 

Aquinas, i will do this by referring to the pagination in the 1968 edition of Maurer's 

translation. 

I would like to cliîriq my use of the English word 'being' d e n  explahhg the 

doctrine of Aquinas in this treatise (and in its title). When Aquinas uses tbe word 'ens ' (a 

substantive derived from the present participle of  the Latin verb 'esse', to be), 1 will 

follow Maurer's practice of translating this word as 'a king' (or else 1 wiil pluralize it as 

'beings'). M y  purpose in using the indehite article, or in pluralizing the word, is to help 

the reader undentand where Aqu- is using the Latin word for king as a concrete nom 

that - be pdicated of an individuai material object, as in the sentence "Socrates is a 

human being". Aquinas wiU also in this worlc use another Latin word that generally gets 

translatai hto English by the word 'being', aamely 'esse: the infinitive form of the verb 

to be- But this latter translation le& to a certain amount of confusion, at lest for those 



who are unaware of the fact üus usage of the word 'being' is such that here the word 

cannot be predicated of an individual material object; that is, when the word 'being' is 

used in this second way, one must not say an individuai matenal object & being, one must 

always speak as if being is something possessed by an object, something it b. It is 

important to know when Aquinas is using the word 'enri and when he is using the word 

'esse '. To make this clear to the reader, 1 wiH use 'a being' or 'beings' whenever Aquinas 

uses ' e n ~ * ~  and i wilt use 'beingness', or sometimes 'existing' or 'existence' fwords tCmt 

suggest Aquuias's view of what precisely makes a king to be a king) whenever he uses 

the tenn 'esse '. While keeping track of this distinction, one shodd îake particular note of 

how the title of this treatise is usually translated into English, aamely as On Being and 

Essence; even though the indefuiite article 'a' was not used just before the word 'being', 

the word being translated is 'ens ', and not the word 'esse '. 

As indicated earlier, the present summary will tend to emphasize those parts of 

the treatise which deal with material objects such as plants, non-human animals, and 

hurnans, i-e., the objects Aquinas will generally refer to by the expression 'composite 

substances'. 1 will not spend much tirne on either spiritual beings (Le., 'simple 

substances'), or even on the nine 'accidents' of material objects, such as quantity, quality, 

relation, tirne, place, etc. 

Part One of this chapter will be àevoted to identifying the primary subject matter 

of this treatise, and to outlining the basic organization of the work The remaining parts 

of the chapter will s u m h  in some detail the more important doctrines advanced in 

this work (or at least the doctrines related to our primary interest in corporeal objects 

such as plants, non-hwnan animals, and humans). 



Part One: The Priaurr Subicct Matter. and h i c  Oreirnizrtioa. of tbis 
Treatise 

In his brief prologue (which is on page 28 of the Maurer translation), Aquinas 

indicates that in this work he will be treating the following three things: 

( 1 ) that which is signifiai by the terni 'esseniio ', and that which is signifieci by the term 

-em . . (Aithough here, and occasionally elsewhere, Aquuias refen to the words 

'essentra' and 'ens', and says he will be dealing with what is signified by each of 

these tems, this should not be interpreted to mean that Aquinas intends to give 

merely a nominal definition in which he will report how speakers of Latin use these 

two terms. For Aquinas is interested primarily, not in the conventional meanings as 

such of these two temis, but in what is tme of that in r~ality which is refened to by 

these two words, as will be relatively clear when he identifies the other two topics he 

will be dealing with) 

(2) how essentia and ens are to be found in various things. (Note that, in the language of 

linguistic theory , the words 'essentia ' and 'ens ' are here being use& not mentioned. ) 

(3) how essentia and ens are related to the three logical intentions, namely the concept of 

genus, the concept of species, and the concept of (specifLing) difference. 

Aquinas does not, however, in this prologue give any M e r  details either as to 

what dealing with these three topics (and especially the second topic) would involve, or 

as to the order in which he will deal with the topics. To discover such details one must 

first read Chapter One of the treatise, and then skim over the remainder of the treatise. By 

this procedure one can leam the following: 

(i) Chapter One is supposed to deal with what is signified by the term 'essenfia ' and 

the terni 'em ' In point of fact, Chapter One concentrates on three t h e :  



(a) the question of which of two senses of the word 'ens ' is the one where every 

k ing  has an essence; 

(b) four additional expressions @esides the word 'essenrio 3 that have been used 

to refer to essence; 

(c) the gened order in which topics will be treated in the remainder of the 

treatise, namely substances prior to 'accidents', and 'composite substances' 

prior to 'simple substances'. 

(ii) Chapten Two, Three, Four, and Five are supposed to deal with essences found in 

substances (such as plants, non-human animals, humans, G a  and the separate 

intelligences), plus the relation these essences have to the three logical intentions 

(namely the concept of genus, the concept of species, and the concept of 

âifference). Chapter Six is supposed to deai with essences found in the beings 

calied 'accidents' (such as quantity, quality, relation, tirne, place, etc-), plus the 

relation of these essences to the three logicd intentions. 

(iii) Chapters Two and Three are supposed to deal with 'composite substances' (i-e., 

corporeal objects such as plants, non-human animals, and humans), while Chapter 

four is supposed to deal with 'simple separate substances' (such as God, separate 

intelligences, and separated human souk). Chapter Five is largely a surnmary of 

how essence is found in God, created separate intelligences, and 'composite 

substances'. 

(iv) Chapter Two is supposed to deal with how essence is found in 'composite 

substances', i.e., in corporeai substances such as plants, non-human animals, and 

humans. A closer reading of Chapter Two reveals that it in fact d d s  with the 



following four topics (with the third topic king dealt with ody Uidirectly, and 

with the fourth topic overlapping with the second and third): 

(a) the relation of the essence of an individual corporeal substance to the matter 

and form of thaî corporeal substance; 

(b) the relation of the essence of an individual co rpod  substance, such as 

Socrates, to the essence of his species, human beings; and the relation of the 

essence of the human species to the essence of the genus to which the human 

species belongs, namely animal; 

(c) the relation of the essence of the group animal to the essence of the genus of 

which animals are a species narnely corporeai object, or bodies (where the 

word 'body' is used in to refer to this gr ou^, as distinct from its usage to refer 

to body as a part of a living king, the sou1 king the other part); 

(d) the relation of the genus, difference, and species of a corporeal object to the 

matter and form of that object, and the composite itself 

(v) Chapter Three is supposed to deal with how the essences of 'composite 

substances' are reiated to the three logical intentions (narnely the concept of 

genus, the concept of species, and the concept of Merence). A closer reading of 

Chapter Three reveals that in fact it deals with the foiiowing two problems: 

(a) Where, or under what conditions, does the essence of a corporeai substance 

take on the character of universality that is required by the concept of genus, 

the concept of species, and the concept of difference? 



(b) What exactly is it that is predicated when an essence is appropriately 

predicated of an individuai material object, as in the sentence "Socrates is a 

human king?" 

In the remainùig parts of the present chapter I will give a summary of the main 

doctrines of Aquinas in this treatise, or at least those most closely related to my main 

interest, which is essence in corporeal substances, and the relation of this essence to the 

three logical mtentiom. Whrle in general 1 will be foilowing the same order as tkt f o d  

in Aquinas's treatise, in parts Five, Six, and Seven I will be explainhg some material that 

actually cornes a bit later in the treatise than the materiai explained in Part E i g k  

Part hvo: A verv eeneraî nreseitatioa of the reht iomhi~ of essences to beingg 

Aquinas begins Chapter Ow of Concerning Beings and Essence by saying that 

one must deal with wbat is signified by the tem 'ens ' (a being) prior to dealing with what 

is signified by the terni 'essenfia' Why? Because one should follow the order that is 

appropriate for learning things; that is, one should get biowledge of simple things from, 

or after, knowledge of composite things. In the present context this implies tbat, ~elative 

to one another, Aquinas regards a behg as a composite in which its essence is some son 

of cornponent. (Maurer, p.29). 

Aquinas then notes (Mamer, pp. 29-30) tbat (as Aristotle has pointed ouf) there 

are two different uses of the tenn 'em ' (or rather of the expression 'ens per se 3, and 

implies that only one of them is relevant to the task he has undertaken in the present 

treatise. 



(1)  ui one of the uses of this term someihing is d e d  a king ody if it is sometbng 

positive in reality, and thus a member of one or other of the ten categories (or ten 

supreme genera). Thus, in this first sense a privation or negation would not be calleci 

an ens. 

(2) in the other use of the tem 'ens' somethiag can be caüed a king even though it is 

not something positive in reality; all that is required is that it can be the subject of a 

subject-predicate statement which asserts sometbmg tbat is truc Talre, for example, 

the statement cbE3iindness is located in the eye"; although blindness is not something 

positive in reality (it is the lack of something positive), nonetheless it is caiied an ens 

in this second rneaning of the term 'ens ' @resumably because of the presence of the 

word 3s'  in the sentence)- In this çecond sense, not oniy something that is positive in 

reality, but also negations and privations are cailed enria (the plural of ens). 

Which of these uses of the word 'end is relevant to the task Aquinas has 

undertaken in this treatise? Ody the fim #y? Because whereas in the £kt sense there 

is an essence for every ens, in the second use of the term there are things calleci ens which 

do not have an essence. (Maurer, p.30) 

Aquinas has aow completed (ai least for the tirne being) his exphnation of what is 

signified by the word 'ens ' in the sense that interests him: an ens is mything positive in 

reality, anything that fdls into one or other of the ten categories. 

Now for Aquinas this entails (by a line of reasoning not entirely clear) that what is 

signified by the word 'essenria' is something w~nmon to al1 the uahnes through which 

diverse beings are gathered ( f h t )  into one or the other of the ten genera, and (then) into 

their own species w i t h  k i r  genus. (Mamr, p. 30) 



Then (aller bnefly exami~ng four expressions which, in addition to 'essentza', 

have been used to si@@ essence - to which topic 1 will retum in Part Three of this 

Chapter) Aquinas draws attention to the fact that the terni 'ens ' is not predicated of al1 ten 

categories in exactly the same way (Le., it is not a univocal term). For the word 'ens ' is 

predicated primarily and absolutely (Le., without qualification) of substance (the fk t  

category), and is predicated of the aine accidents only secondarily, and in ody a qualified 

way. Because of this, and the retatiomhip of essence to em, essence is properiy spealàng 

found in substances, and in the nine accidents in only a qualified way. (Maurer, 32-33). 

(Although Aquinas does not explicitly say so, this seems to be his reason for treating 

essence in substances (in Chapters Two through Five) prior to turning his attention to 

essence in accidents (in Chapter Six).) 

Then, in the final paragraph of Chapter One (Maurer, p. 33), Aquinas says that 

although essence is properly speaking found in al i  substances, it is found more nobly in 

simple substances than in composite substances because simple substances have esse 

(beingness, existing, existence) more nobly than do composite substances, and are the 

cause of composite substances (or at l e s t  thil is m e  of one of the simple substances, 

God). Stiii, the essences of simple subnaaces are more hidden fiom human beings than 

are the essences of composite substances. Hence, Aquinas will once again adopt an order 

more appropriate to the 1e-g pn>cess, and take the easier route, which means dealing 

with the essences of composite substances before dealing with the essences of simple 

substances. (Maurer, p. 33) 



Part Three: Four additionai exmessions (Le.. other tbaa the word 'essedù9 tbat 
have ben u d  to refer to essence 

In Chapter One, just prïor to considering these four additional expressioas, 

Aquinas had concluded that an essence is that through which diverse beings are gathered 

(first) into one or the other of the ten (supreme) genera, d (then) iato their own species- 

Now wben he (in effect) examines four other expressions that -in at least one of 

their meanings- have been used to cefer to essence, we learn more about wbat an essence 

is; in addition, we leam how the word 'esseniza * suggests or empbasizes a certain feature 

of essence while the other expressions suggest or emphasw other features of an essence. 

The first two expressions: 

( 1 ) 'quiditas ' (quiddity, whatness); and (2) ' q d  quid eraf esse ' 

Aquinas seems to be making suggestion as to why this Latin word 'quiditos * (which 

is derived from the Latin word 'quid*, meaning what, plus the abstract ending 

' . . . i î a s  3 has been adopted as yet another word (in addition to 'essenria ') for teferring 

to essence. His explanation would seem to go roughfy as follows: What does it mean 

to give a definition of a thing by telling what it is? It means identifyllig that in the 

thing by which it is located in its proper geaus and species (namely its essence). Thus, 

this tenn is derived fiom what is signified by a definition. As for the expression 'quod 

quid erut esse * (what somethuig was to be), this is simply a Latin version of an 

obscure expression used by Aristode to refer to that which makes a thing to be it 

is, i-e., to refer to the essence ofa thuig (or at least to the essence of a substance). 



The expression dealt with next by Aquinas: 

(3) 'forma ' (fom) 

Aquinas seems to be suggesting that the word 'forntcl' has been adopted as yet 

another word for referring to essence because it (in one of  its meanin@) signifies the 

determination (cenitdo) of a thing Le., that which determines the thing (In this 

context, the Latin word 'certitude ' is the transIation of an Arabic word used by Ibn 

Sina which meant perfection or complete det eraiination) Note tbat this use of the 

word 'fonn', where it refen to the whole essence, should not be confused with the 

use of the word 'forni' where (e.g-, in Chapter Two) it is used to refer to only one 

of the essence, matter king the other part. 

The fourth expression dealt with by Aquinas: 

(4) 'naturu (nature) 

In a somewhat obscure passage, Aquinas seerns to give two different explanations of 

the use of this term 'nature' as another word for referring to essence. In his first 

expianatioq Aquinas refers to four uses of the terni 'nawa' to be found in 

Boettiius's Liber de Persona et Duabus Naturis, and indicates he is interested in the 

first of these four uses. And according to this first usagey anything is d l e d  a 'nah<rp7 

which the intellect can grasp in m y  way, since a thing is intelligible (i.e., something 

able to be grasped by an intellect) onïy through its definition and essence- (Maurer, 

p.3 1 )  But afler giving the above explanation, Aquinas then quotes Aristotle, and adds 

that the tem 'natura ' in this sense seems to signiw the essence of a thing in so far as 

it is directed to the operation proper to that thùig. (Maurer, p.32)- which would seem 

to constitute a second explanation of why the word 'nature' can be used ta refer to 



essence. In other words, when the word 'naturu ' is used to refer to the essence of a 

thing it wodd seem to bring out two aspects of essence: that essence is wbt makes 

the object intehigiile, and that essence is that by which a thing is ordered to the 

specific operations proper to that thing- 

When he has completed his explanation of these four additional expressions that 

have been used to refer to essence, Aquinas seems to make the poim that the five 

different expressions used to refer to essence emphasize different aspects of essence- At 

any rate he indicates the word 'natura ' means the essence of a thing a s  directed to the 

action propet to the th-ng, while 'quiditar' refers to essence as what is signified by the 

definition of the thing, and the word 'essenfia' itself is used because a being, or that 

which is (id quod est), has its esse (beingness, existing, existence) in and through its 

essence. (Apparently the word 'essenria ' emphasizes this aspect of an essence because its 

first four letters are 'esse.. . '.) 

What, then, can we leam about the essence of a being fiom this explanation of the 

five expressions for referring to it, plus the earlier explanation of what is signified by the 

word 'essentzu"? We can leam bat, according to Aquinas, an essence is dl of the 

following things: 

( 1 ) it is that which places a king in one or other of the ten categories; or rather, 

it is that which places a k ing  in its proper genus and species; 

(2) it is that which determines a king to be what it is; 

(3) it is that which is signified by a definition stating what a thhg is; 

(4) it is that which makes a being to be intelligible, Le., to be able to be graspeà by an 

intellect; 



(5) it is that which directs a king to its poper or specific operations; 

(6) it is that in which and through wbich a king bas its esse (beingness, existing, 

existence). 

Part Four: 1s the esseace of an individual corrioreal substance the mme as the 
form of that substance? Is it the srme w the matter of that substance? 
Or wbat? 

In the opening three paragraphs ofChapter Two (according to the paragraphing of 

the Maurer translation on pages 34 to 36), Aquinas deals rather briefly with the question 

of the relation of the essence of an individual corporeai object (such as a human, a dog, or 

a plant) to the matter and form of that individual corporeal substance. Aquinas does not 

really explain what he means by the terms 'matter' and 'form' of an object, other than to 

connect matter with potenîiality and form with actuality, and indicstte that in a living 

corporeal substance the matter is the body and the sou1 is the forrn- About all he does here 

is to make three statements of what does w t  constitute the essence of a corporeal 

substance, give a brief argument for each of these rejections, state his own answer, and 

give a brief argument in favour of it. 

What does the word 'essence' signiQ in a composite substance (that is, in a 

corporeal substance that is viewed as a composite of matter and form)? 

First of dl, the matter aione is not the essence (Le,, it is not what is signified by - 
the word 'essence'). Why? In the first place, because the essence is a principle of 

knowiedge, whereas matter alone is not a principle of knowledge. And in the second 

place, only something actual c m  perform the h c î i o n  of essence according to which an 



essence Fuces a corporeal object in its genus and species, wh- matter alone is wt 

actual. (Maurer, p. 34) 

Secondlv, although the form as such is mmethiag and a prïnciple of 

knowledge, stiil the fom alone ainnot be the essence of a corporeal substance. For the 

essence is that which is signified by the defiaition of a Wg, and the defmition of a 

natural or composiîe substance includes matter intrinsically (and not as sornething aâded 

to the form). (Maurer, pp.34-35) 

Thirdiy, the essence of a corporeal substance cannot be some relation between 

matter and form, or somethin~ added to them. For then, it would not be something 

belonging necessarily to the thing, as distinct fiom king accidentai to ic nor would it be 

that through which the thing is knowa But it is characteristic of the essence of a beuig to 

belong to the thing in a nonaccidental way, and to be that through which the thing is 

known. (Maurer, p.35) 

What, then, is the essence of a composite substance? It is, according to Aquinas, 

the commsite of matter and fonn. He quotes both Ibn Sina and ibn Rochd as holding this 

position, and then gives his own argument in favour of if which argument mm 

approximately as follows: 

An essence is that by which a thuig is denominateci an ens, i.e., it is thaî according 

to wtiich a thing is said to be (esse). (This seems to be the same point Aquinas had made 

earlier, in Chapter One, d e n  he explaineci how the word 'essentia' differed fkom other 

words for referring to essence in that 'essentia ' is used to indicate it is in and through the 

essence that a king has esse (beingness, existiag, existence).) 



But the esse (beuigness, ercisting, existence) that a c o m p i î e  subsbnce bas is 

neither the esse of the matter alone, nor the esse of the fonn alone, but the esse of  the 

composite. 

Thetefore, the essence of a composite substance is neither the matter alone, nor 

the fonn alone, but bot. of them (though the fom alone is in a special way the cause of 

the composite substance, since it is through fonn, wbich acnializes matter, that matter 

becornes an actuai bemg and this part ida beingj. (Mawer* pp. 35-36) 

In the fourth paragraph of Chapter Two (Maurer, pp. 36-37), Aquinas deals 

briefly with a problem that arises out of what he has just said. and in particular out of  his 

inclusion of matter within the essence of a corporeal or composite substance. The 

problem arises in the foUowing way: matter is the pruiciple of individuation (it is what 

makes possible the fact that there is more than one individuai in the same species; when it 

cornes to spintual beings, no two ca .  belong to the same species). Hence, if matter is 

included in the essence of a species of composite substances, that essence would be 

particular, not universal. And since essence is that which is signified by a definition, no 

universal could ever be defined 

The solution Aquinas offers to this problem involves his distinguishing between 

two uses of the terni 'matter'. According to one use of this terni, while matter would be 

included in the essence of an individual corporeai substance (assurning, of course, that a 

corporeal substance dues have an indivîdual essence which can be defined), it would 

be in the essence of the suecies to which the individual belongd But accordïng to the 

other use of the term 'matter', matter would be included in the essence of the object's 

srnies. That is, the matter which is the principle of individuation is not the same as the 



matter which is included in the definition of the essence of the species to which the 

individual belongs. nius, the definition of Socrates (if he has a definition) wodd include 

this flesh and these bones, wtiereas the definition of the human species would include 

flesh and bones in general. In the De Ente et Essenlia, Aquinas refers to the matter which 

is the principle of individuation (and which would belong to the essence of the individual 

object if it has one) as 'signate matter', or 'designated matter' (the matter that is 

determinai, and can be pointeci to), whereas the matter that is included in the essence of 

the species is called 'undesignated matter'. (In some works written soon aiter the De Erne 

et Essentza, that is, in works where he is more under the influence of ibn Rochd on this 

point than of ibn Sina, Aquinas will change his vocabulary, so that the matter which 

individuates will be referred to as 'undetennineci matter'.) 

Part Five: Two wrvs of considerinn an essence: 
(a) absolotelv, i-e., in itself; or 
(b) as existing, either 

(i) as existing in extra-mental individual beïngs, or 
(ii) as existing in the intellect of an individual knower. 

Essence actually exists only in the various individual extra-mental beings that are 

located in the various genera and species, or in the intellects which grasp the essence of 

those extra-mental k i n g .  (Chapter Three, Maurer, pp. 46-49) 

When an essence exists in several individual extra-mental beings, e.g., when it is 

present in several plants in the same species, it aupires several esse's (acts of existing). 

and numerous accidents. Hence, an essence as present in several individuals of the same 

species does not possess a such that it cormitutes one essence for al1 these 



individuals. The essence of the individuai d e d  'S0ctafes7, and the essence of the 

individual called 'Plato', are not the same essence- 

When an essence exists in an individual intellect, then it exlsts in abstraction from 

al1 individuai conditions of the extra-mental beings, and thus has a d o m  relation to al1 

those individual extra-mental beings (since it is equally the likeness of al1 of them, and 

leads to a knowledge of all of them in so far as they are individuals in the same species). 

Still, while an essence can exist oniy in indMdual extra-meataî beings or in some 

intellect, it can be considered without one also considering it as existing in those two 

places. That is, it can be considered absolutelv, or in itself, without considering anything 

that cornes to it because of its existence in extra-mental objects or in intellects. 

Something is necessmily true of an essence abçolutely considered o d y  if it is a property 

of the essence as such, Le., o d y  if it belongs to the inteUigible content of the essence (just 

as being rational belongs to the human essence absolutely considered). Thus, if you 

discover anythuig which in fact is true of an essence, but not true of it in every case, you 

can be sure that this does not belong to the essence absolutely considered For example, 

while it is true that the human essence is present in Socrates, this being in Socrates does 

not belong to the human essence absolutely considerd since it dœs  not belong to the 

human essence in Plato; or to put this more accurately, if k i n g  Socrates belonged to 

human nature absolutely considered, there wouid be no human other tban Socrates. In 

addition, it is bue that king common is a property of the essence of humam, namely 

when that essence exists in the intellect But if k i n g  common belonged to the human 

essence absolutely considered, then it wouid be found wherever human nature is found, 



such as in Socrates; but being common is not found in Socrates, since everythllig in 

Socrates is individuatd 

(nie importance of this distinction will becorne clearer when later we deai with 

essence and the problem of what exactly is predicated of an individual corporeal object.) 

Part Six: The distinction between: 
(1) those wo* wbicb signity an essence as a mrt, and 
(2) tbose words wbich signiry an essence as a wboie; and 

the corresponding distinction between: 
(i) abstractiag plus prescinding, and 
(ii) abstracting without prescinding. 

Crucial to the Thomistic analysis of essence, but especially the analysis of essence 

in connection with predication, is a certain distinction Aquinas will kquently put to use 

in this treatise. To explain this distinction, let us look at the following pairs of words 

(where the English padlels the Latin): 

a. human, humanness 

b. animal, animality 

c. rational, rationality 

d. pale, paleness 

e. corporeal, corporeality 

One can conectly say the following: "Socrates is a human", or "Socrates is an 

animal", or "Socrates is rational", or "Socrates is paie". But one cannot correctly say (at 

least not Iiterally) the following: "Socrates is humanness", or "Socrates is animality", or 

"Socrates is rationality", or "Socrates is paleness". Why is that? What exactly is the 

difference between the two words in each of the above pairs? 



According to the e x p l d o n  given by Aquinas- one must distiaguish between 

h o  different ways of abstracting a characteristic belonging to an object: 

(1 )  One can abstract the characteristic nom the object in such a way as to prescind nom 

al1 other characteristics the object in fact has; that is, one can abstract a characteristic 

in such a way as to formailv exclude those other characteristics nom one's concept of 

the object. Thus, i f  the object is Socrates, and we ab- f?om him the essence of his 

species, and ais0 ptescind Ciom al! 0th- ch;uacteristics he may have, such as his 

being this individual with this weight and height, these other characteristics have been 

fomally excluded nom our concept; and to express this concept we use the word 

'humanness' (rather than the word 'human'). Thus, Socrates is king viewed as 

something made up of parts, the paas king humanness on one hana and his 

individual characteristics on the other- 

( 2 )  One can also abstract a characteristic from the object in such a way as a to prescind 

fiorn, Le., to formally exclude, any other characteristics the object does in fact 

have. Thus if the object is Socrates, and we abstract his essence as a human k ing  but 

without prescinding ikom those characteristics, this concept is expressed by the word 

'human', which is viewed as ref-ng to Socrates, not as a part, but in a sense as a 

whole, i-e., in the sense that nothing is forrnally excluded from the concept (though of 

course those other characteristics are not explicitiy included either). 

Now let us look at the other pairs. We can correctiy say "A human is a rational 

being", "A human is an animal", or "A human is a rational animai". in each of these 

cases the essence referred to by the predicate was grasped by meam of an abstraction 

without precision, that is, by an abstractiag in which any feature abstracted from, while 



not being considered, nonetheles was not f o d y  excluded h m  the concept, and hence 

the essence is treated by Aquinas as if it were the whole of îhe object and not only a part 

of i t  If, however, we were to consider the same characteristics only this time prescinding 

from other characteristics (which would be conveyed by usuig the words 'rationality' or 

'animality'), then the characteristic is king wnceived as ody a part; and thus we would 

say "A human is a composite of anïmality and rationality". Similarly, while we say 

"Socrates is pale", where an abstraction without precision is ùÏvohd, so that p i e  is 

conceived as in a sense the whole that Socrates is (in the sense that nothing is formally 

excluded; otherwise you could not correctiy say Socrates & pale), -en we speak of 

paleness, what is involved is an act of abstracting joined to a .  act of prescinding, in 

which case paleness is viewed as a part of Socrates. 

Aquinas wül single out for special attention (see Maurer, pages 38-40) the 

somewhat unusual case of the word 'body'. For the Latin word 'corpur ', Iike the English 

word 'body', is used as the word corresponding to both foms of abstracting, i-e., whetther 

it be done with precision or without precisioa That is, the single word 'body' is 

commonly used both for the conception of the relevant characteristic conceived as a 

whole (e.g., "Socrates is a body", where the word 'body7 is a synonym for 'corporeal 

object'), & for the conception of this characteristic conceived as a part (e-g., "Socrates 

is a composite of body and soul*). Thus, one is generally unable to say whether the word 

'body7 is being used to indicate that the characteristic has been abstracted with precision, 

or without precision, unies one exaaünes the context in which the word is king used, to 

see whether the characteristic is being viewed as a part of a thing, or as the whole that it 

is (in the sense that w other characteristic of the thuig has been formally excluded). 



Part Severi: The connectioa b a n :  
(a) euence, and 
(b) what it ir that can be correctlv ~redksted of an 

individual corporeal subat.ace. 

In Chapter Three- where at least ostensibly he is primarily interesteci in a different 

problem, Aquinas gives his own answer to the perennial problem of what it is that is 

predicated when we say "Socrates is a human", or "Plato is a hum&, which aaswer is 

implicit in what bas been said in the previous two parts of this thesis. 

In the first place, what is king predicated is the essence, human being, considered 

absolutelv, not that essence as existing (whether it be as existing in individual humans, or 

as existing in intellects). For the essence when existing (either in individual humans, or in 

intellects) takes on additional characteristics which would result in its not king 

predicable of various individual objects. 

In the second place, what is being predicated is this essence, human aature, 

considered, not as  a pert of Socrates, but as in a sense the whole that he is (which means 

that nothing about Socrates is formaily excluded fkom one's consideration). 

Thus, when one says "Socrates .J a human being" (and one means he is a human 

being in the same sense in which Plato is a human king), the predicate 'human being' 

signifies the human essence considered absolutely, but not as a part of what Socrates is. 

Similarly, when one says "Socrates is pale" (and means he is pale in the uune 

sense in which any other person is pale), what is said of  Socrates (by means of the 

predicate 'pale') is the essence pale considered absolutelv. but  go^ as a of what 

Socrates is; Le., the word 'pale', uuiike the word 'paieness', focmally excludes nothing 

eke that Socrates is, and corresponds to the activity of abstracting without prescinding. 



Part Eight: The essence of a corporeal objcet, and the t h e  universil iogial 
intentions 

M e n  Aquinas (in Chapter Three) gives his amwer ta the question of how an 

essence of a corporeal substance is related to the notions of genus, species, and difference 

(which three notions he refea to as the miversal logical intentions), be wiu make use of 

concepts and distinctions which have already been explained in previous parts of the 

present thesis; and as a resuit his answer may appear to the reader be fairy obvious, or at 

least some of the concepts involved in his answer will be fairly familiar- But there is a 

reai danger that one d l  fail to grasp the precise question to which Aquinas is o f f e ~ g  an 

answer. 1 will first attempt to cl&@ the question Aquinas is addressing, and then 

summarize his answer to it, 

Aquinas in efiect makes a distinction (see Maurer, pages 13-14) between the 

following two kinds of concepts: 

(i) Concepts of first intention, Le., concepts which have an immediate foundation in 

reality, and which signiQ reality directly. Such concepts correspond to words like 

'human', 'animal', and 'paie'; Le., to words wbich can be conectiy predicated of 

individual physical objects such as Socrates, as in "Socrates is an animai". 

(ii) Concepts of second intention, which do not have an inmediate foundation in 

reality, and which do not signie reality directly. Such concepts correspond to 

word like 'genus', 'species', and 'difference'; Le., to words which can never be 

correctly predicated of an individual physical object. Thus, while you can 

correctly say uAnirnal is a genus", it wodd not be wnect to say "Socrates is a 

genus" (even though Socrates is an animal). 



Thus, when A q u ï ~ ~  asks (in Chapter Tbree) how the essence of a corporeal 

substance is related to the universal logical intentions of genus, species, and difference, 

he is not asking, for example, about the essence of the species human, or the essence of 

the genus animal; îhese are matters he bas dealt witb already, in Chapter Two, when he 

dealt with fint intention concepts. No, in Chapter Three Aquinss is dealing with the very 

concept of species as such, and the very concept of genus as such, i-e., with second 

intentions, where the correspondhg words ('species' and 'grnus') can never be 

predicated as such of a concrete individual matm-al object Perhaps the problem Aquinas 

is addressing in Chapter The could be phrasecî as follows: Given the nature of a species 

as such, where, or under what conditions, does an essence take on the nature of a species? 

Or, given the nature of a genus, where, or under what conditions, does an essence take on 

the nature of a genus? 

Aquinas will give his answer in four (not aiways easy to follow) stages: 

In the first stage, Aquinas argues that a species cannot be an essence when the 

essence is viewed as a part (Le., where it is abstracted with precision), but onlv when it is 

viewed as the whole of what the object is (Le., when it is viewed as wntaining 

-impIicitly and indis~ctly- everything in the individual, with nothing formally 

excluded). (Maurer pp.45-46) 

in the second stage, Aquiw argues that a species cannot be an essence as 

considered absolu tel^. (Maurer, pp. 46-48) 

In the third stage, Aquinas argues that a species cannot be an essence as it actuaily 

exists in various individual cornoreal substances in the group. (Maurer, pp.46-4f) 



In the fourth stage. Aquinas onally concludes that, e-g, the h~man essence taka 

on the character of universality required by a logical intention only when it exists in some 

intellect (since oniy in the intellect is human nature abstracted from al1 individuatuig 

factors, and thus has a uniform character with regard to al1 individual humans in extra- 

mental reality). To be more precise, while an essence has the nature of a universal (such 

as a species) only when it exists in the intellect, its universality consists, not in existing in 

an intellect, but precisely in its uniform reMomhip to extra-mental beings as their 

likeness. (Maurer, pp.47-50) 

Perhaps one way of clarivng Aquinas's point on where an essence takes on the 

nature of one of the Iogicai intentions wodd be to compare the foiIowing two sentences: 

"Socrates is an animal," 

"Animal is a genus." 

Why do these not entail the statement "Socrates is a genus"? Because the word 'animal' 

signifies something at least partially different in each case, and hence does not reaily 

constitute a middle tem. In the firsî sentence, the word 'animal' signifies an essence 

absolutelv considered, and viewed as the whole that Socrates is (in the sense that nothing 

true of Socrates has been formally excludeci); thus this word be correctiy predicated 

of Socrates, as well as of other humans or animals. But in the second sentence, where the 

bord 'animal' is the subject of the sentence with the word 'genus' as the predicaîe. the 

word 'animal7 signifies an essence as it exïsts in an inteilect, where it picks up the 

characteristic of k ing  Wuversal, something that is necessq  for an essence to be 

correctly calied a genus. 



Part Nine: Emence w found ia God. the divine substance 

The main poim here is concemed with the mode in which essence is had by God, 

and can be put quite simply: in the divine substance (and in it doue), the referent of the 

term 'essenria' is in reality the same as the referent of the term 'esse ' (existing, 

existence). To put this in the terminology expressed earlier in the De ente et essentia, esse 

is included in the intelligibility of God's essence; that is, esse is included in the divine 

essence absolutely considered God is a thing whose essence is ipsum suum esse; or, as 

Aquinas also puts it, God is onlv esse, esse tantum. It was this point, says Aquin=, that 

led some previous philosophers to say that God does not have an essentia, because His 

essenfia is not other than His esse. (See Chapter Five, M u e r ,  p. 60) 

Thus Aquinas held that (1) there couid be only one king in *ch the esse is not 

other than the essenfia, and that (2)  this one possibility must be the king whose actuai 

existence is required in order to explain the existence of beïngs in which the esse & other 

than the essenfia. But it is one thing to state Aquinas's conclusions, and another to show 

exactly how he got to those conclusions without making it appear tbat his argument is 

circular. The following would seem to represent bis position as presented in the De ente 

et essentin. (See C hapter Four, Maurer, pp.55-56) 

(1) That there could be no more than one king in which the essenîia and esse are the 

sarne and not other (that is, a k i n g  that is esse tuntm) was shown at greatest length in 

Chapter Four. There the argument amounted to this: 



There are three and only three ways of multipIying, that is, of hûving a pludity, and in 

none of these ways could there be more tban one king in which the essentza and esse are 

not other. 

(a) One way of  'producing' a pluraiity is by adding (specific) Merences to a generic 

essence, with the result that you have more than one specific essence or species. 

With regard to material substances, this mode of 'multiplication' results in a pluality 

of species which are groups of individuais. With regard to immaterid substmas such 

as the intelligences, this manner of 'muitiplying' results in a pluraiity ofspecies, each 

of which has only one member. 

But this way of multiplying could not result in two beings in neither of which is the 

esse other than the essentia. For such an esse could not receive the addition of a 

difference, since that would mean that the k i n g  is not esse alone, but is esse plus 

some fom beyond the esse. 

A plurality of beings that are esse tmum would be a contradiction in te- if the 

plurality were the result of adding a formai difference. 

(b) Another way of 'producing' a plurality is by add.ing (signate) matter to the specitic 

essence (or, as he fkst puts it, by the fonn king received in different parts of matter), 

with the result that you have more than one individuai witbin the species. 

But this way of multiplying especially could not resuit in two beings each of which is 

its very esse in such a way that the esse itself is subsistent For such an esse could not 

receive the addition of (signate) matter, since that would mean that the esse is not 

subsistent, but maîeriaL 



Once again, a plurality of beings that are esse tannan would be a contradiction in 

terms. 

(c) A third way of having plurality is by X (e.g., ka t )  existing both separately and as 

received in sometbhg else, with the result that the king which is X existhg 

separaely -that is, unreceived in something else- would k other than (Le., in addition 

to) X as received in sometbing else. 

Whiie Aquinas obviousiy considered that t h e  are pluraiities to be explaid by the 

first two ways of 'multiplying', it is not clear that he thinks there achially is a 

pluraiity to be enplained in this third way. Perhaps the reason why he speaks of such a 

third way at al1 is only because he fin& mention made of it in philosophical literature 

explaining or advancing the Platonic doctrine of participation But what is surprishg 

is that, having mentioned such a third possibility, Aquinas simply drops it, without 

bothering to reject it as a way of 'multiplying' beings d o s e  esse is subsistent 

Therefore, should there exia a being which is simply its esse, then there would be only 

one such being. 

Such was the argument given in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five (Maurer, pp. 60- 

6 1 ) Aquinas makes a remark that apprently is general enough to serve as the foundation 

for any argument against a pldii ty of beings each of which is esse tanim. For there he 

says that the esse that G d  is (presumably this means the esse of any king which is esse 

tantum) is such that no addition c m  be made to it; it is net a question merely of its notion 

not including any addition to it, but of a d l y  implying the exclusion of any addition. 

Thus, if ail plurality is possible oniy by way of =me sort of addition, then it is impossible 

that there be more than one king  that is esse tamum. 



(2) Not only is one exception (to the 'de' that in every being the esse is other than the 

essence) a possibility; such a king does actualIv exisf narnely as G d  the Fint  Cause. 

But how Aquinas arrives at the actual existence of such a king is not perfkdy clear in 

the De ente et essentia. It would seem that the argument amouut. to the foilowing (which, 

in the original (see Maurer, p.56-57)- forms part of an argument desigrïed to show that the 

intelligences are composed of potency and act): 

Beings in which the esse is other than the esrentia do e x i n  (Al1 existing beuigs, with one 

possible exception, are of this sort) 

But every k i n g  whose esse is other than its esse- has its esse 60m anotber being, and 

ultirnately from a being existing in virtue of itself, that is, fiom a k i n g  which is 

esse tantum 

Therefore, there does exist a king  that is esse tmtunt, Le., a king that is its own esse. 

Part Ten: Essence as found in created substances. in eenenl 

The main point about the mode in which essentia is had by created substances in 

general is simply this: in every created substance, the referent of the term 'esse ' is other 

than the referent of the tenn 'essentia '. 

The argument by which this is shown amounts to the following: 

Whatever does not belong to the intelligibility of an essence, that is, to the essence 

absolutely considered, is other than that essence, and cornes to that essence fiom 

without and enters into composition with i t  

But the essentia of every substance (except possibly one) is such that esse does not enter 

into its essence absolutely wnsidered 



When Aquinas argues for this last staternent by saykg that one can understand 

what a man or a phoenix is without knowing wtiether it has esse in reality, it 

seems clear enough that the word 'esse' here refea to actual existence, and not 

mereiy to beingness. 

ïherefore in every substance (excep possibty one) the essence absolutely considered 

does not contain the esse; that is, the esse i s  other than the essence, coming to that 

essence fiom without and entering d o  composition with it 

But the one possible exception could be oniy G d  

Hence, in every creaâed substance the referent of the term 'esse ' is other than the referent 

of the term 'essentia ' absolutely considered; that is, no creahue is esse tantm, or to put it 

slightly differently, the esse o f  w creature is subsistent 

Some consequences of the main point: 

First consequence: every creature, that is, every substance whose esse is other than its - 
essence, m u s  have its esse efficiently caused by another being, and ultimately by a First 

Cause which is the substance whose esse is not other than its essence absolutely 

considered. 

The argument by which Aquinas attempts to establish this amounts to the 

following : 

Anything actually found with X could be efficiently ciiused only by the pinciples of the 

essence of X or by somethùig else. 

But esse, though actually found with beings in which the esse is other tban the essence 

absolutely considered, could aot be efficiently caused by the principles of the 



essence. (For that would entail the impossible situantuanon of  a thing bringhg itseif 

into existence.) 

Therefore every king whose esse is other than its essence absolutely wnsidered must 

receive its esse h m  another, and ultimately fiom a king existing in virtue of 

itself, that is, a k ing  which is its esse- 

Second consequence: since this esse is received in the essence, it is limited and restricted 

to the capacity of the receiving essence. 

Third consequence: every creature (even an inmaterial one) contains some composition 

of potency and act. 

The argument Aquinas gives to establish this third comequence amounts to the 

following: 

I f  X receives Y fiom another being, then X is in potency to Y, and Y is its act. 

But every created substance (or rather, its essence?) receives esse fiom another being, 

and uitimately fkom the k ing  that is esse rmum. 

Therefore every created substance (or at lest its essence) is in potency to esse, which is 

its act; in other words, every creature, that is, every king other than God, is 

composed of potency and act. 

Fourth consequence: pefiections pssessed by created substances are not as unified, or 

possessed in as excellent a manner, as they are in G d  



Part Eleven: A summarv of the doctrine of esscuce which b fouud ia the treatise 

What has Aquinas revealed, in this treatise, about his doctrine of essence, and in 

particular about the essence of corporeal objects such as plants and animals, as it stood at 

the time when he composed this relatively brief treatise? 

In the Gm phce, he has provided in Chapter One what we might cal1 his h i c  

notion of essence. According to this basic notioq an essence is that component of a king 

which perfomis al1 of the following (overlapping) functions: 

(1) It is that which places a king in one or the other of the ten categories (i-e., ten 

supreme genera); or, to be somewhat more specific, it is that which fixes a king  in its 

own genus and species. 

(2) It is that which determines a king to be what it is. 

(3) It is that which is signified by a definition stating wbat the king is. 

(4) It is that which makes a king to be intelligible, that is, to be somethuig that can be 

grasped by an intellect. 

(5) It is that which directs a k ing  to its proper or specific operation 

(6) It is that in which and through which a king (an ens, or an id quod est, that which 

exists) has its esse (beingness, existing, existence). Or, as Aquinas expresses this in 

Chapter Two (page 36), it is that by which a thing is denominateci an ens, Le., it is 

that according to which a thing is said to be. 

It should be noted that, while al1 'six' characteristics or fhctions belong to an 

essence, they do not al1 play a prominent role in the remaïnder of tbis treatise. For 

example, the function of an essence as directing a king to its proper or specific 

operations (which function is especiaiiy associated with the word 'nuturu') vütually 



disappean &om the ûeatise &r Aquinas contrasts the words '~lloa' and 'essenfia' ia 

Chapter One. In addition, the role of essence as thaî which &es a beùig to be 

intelligible bas a fâirly minor role in the remainQr of the treatise, at least in the sease that 

only rarely is it refened to at all explicitly. What seems to dominate this treatise is the 

role of essence as türlng things in theu proper genus aad species within the ten 

categories, plus the role of essence as tôat in which and tbrough which a king has esse 

(beingness, existing, existence); ui 0 t h  words, the two roles k associates mort closely 

with the word 'essentin'. (When we corne into analyze Question Five of Aquu?as7s 

Commentary on the De Trinitate, we will note that îhere Aquinas will emphasue the 

word 'nutura ' rather than that word 'essenfia '-) 

When Aquùiar tums his attention to essence as it is found in material substances, 

and especially the living ones such as humans and animals, he will emphasize that this 

essence must include both awnponents of which such beings are composed, namely their 

matter and their form (*ch in living thuigs he seems to identie with their body and 

soui). 

Further, Aquioas makes a distinction between the rnatter tûat must be included in 

the essence (and the definition of the thing's essence) of, say. the species human, narnely 

the undesimated matter, anci the matter that must be included in the essence (or the 

definition of the thing's essence) of the species human, name1y desimated matter (though 

this latter matter wouid be iacluded in the essence of the individuai Socraîes qua this 

individual, and in the definition of that individual if Socrates actuaUy has a definition). 

Perhaps the greatest contriibution Aquinas made to the subject of the philosophical 

aoalysis of essence was the clarity he introducd., not so much in identifyùig the basic 



roles or €unctions of essence, as in distiaguishing between the various ways in which 

humans can consider essence, or the different ways in which humans can refer to an 

essence. 

Fim of d l ,  Aquinas notes that while essence actually exists in odv two places - 
(namely, in individual extra-mental beings, and in individual intellects), one can consider 

it absolutelv, that is, one can consider what stili beloags to it if you abstract it h m  ail 

that accrues to the essence as existing in individiviW extra-mental beings, and all that 

accrues to the essence as existing in intellects. 

Secondlv, Aquinas notes that when we refer to an essence, we can do this in two 

quite distinct ways. in one way we can refer to an essence by words which si@@ an 

essence (whether it be the essence of a substance, or the essence of an accident) as a 

of the thing, in which case these words cannot be pcedicated of an individual material 

thing; here, the essence is considered by means of an act of abstracting which is 

accompanied by an act of prescinding from any other characteristics the object in fact 

has. In a second way we can refer to an essence by words that si@@ the essence 

(whether it be the essence of a substance, or the essence of an accident) as the whole of 

the thing, in which case these words cari be predicated of the thing (as when we say 

"Socrates .J a human"); here, the essence is cousidered by means of an act of abstracting 

which is not accompanied by an act of prescinding from the other characteristics which 

the thing in fact also has. 

Having made the two distinctions explaineci in the previous two paragraphs, 

Aquinas is now in a position to explain, and to mount a defense of, the following three 

doctrines: 



(a) The doctrine that what is beine d c a t e d  of individual corporeal obiects (in correctly 

formed statements where the individuai corporeal object is in the subject position) is 

an essence considered absolu tel^, an4 in addition, wnceived as the whole that the 

thing is. 

(b) The doctrine that when the words 'genus', 'speçies' and 'difference' are correctly 

predicated, that of which thev are predicated (Le., that which is in the subiect position 

of the statement) is aiways an essence as it exists in an inteDe& 

(c) The doctrine that God is the only king in which the essence a b s o k l y  considered 

includes esse (existence); that is, the doctrine that in all beings other than God the 

esse (existence) is never included in the essence absolutely considered, with the resuit 

that they are not subsistent beings but must be caused by another king. Thus a 

corporeal king is composite in two basic ways: 

( 1 ) like every other corporeal objeft, it is composeci of matter and fonn; 

(2) Iike every other being other than God, it is wmposed of essence and esse 

(existence). 



Chapter Four 

Essence as found in corponal beings according to Question Five 

of the Commentary Aquinas wrote on the De Ttinitate of Bathius 

Introduction 

Thomas Aquinas wrote his Unportant Conrnsenfq on the De Trinitate of Boerhius 

between the years 1255 and 1259; thus, it was probably writîen during bis first years as a 

Dominiean Professor of Theology at the University of Paris, and hence a few years f ier  

w-riting his De Ente et Essentia. 

Quesrions Five and Six of this Commentary are of special interest to historiaas of 

medieval philosophy. Question Five deals primarily with the division of speculative 

science or philosophy into three parts: philosophy of nature (or physics), rnathematics, 

and metaphysics (or divine science). Question Six presents a general discussion of how 

the rnetfiods proper to these three specdative sciences m e r  from one another. With 

these two Questions Aquinas presented a grand overview of the speculative sciences 

(and, to a lesser extent, of the practical sciences, and the seven liberai arts as preparation 

for philosophy), with their various subject matters, procedures, and inter-relationships. 

Even though he is commenting on a treatise entitled De Trini~e, in Questions Five and 

S u  Aquinas is concemed almoa exclusively with science or philosophy that cm be 

anaineci by humans using only the natural light of reason. in adàïtion, one should be 

carefid to note that, when speaking of what is anainable by the light of natural reason, 

Aquinas makes no distinction between the expressions 'speculative science' and 

'speculative philosophy'; sometimes he will refer to physics, mathematics, and 



metaphysics as parts of speculative science, whereas at other times he wiU refer to them 

as parts of spu la î ive  philosophy. The modern distinction between science and 

philosophy by and large did not yet exist in the theenth century. 

Although Aquinas in this work is writing a commentsry on an authoritative text, 

this comrnentary diffefs h m  the commentaries on works of ANtotle he wiU write later. 

For in this early work he will make extensive use of the typically medieval method of 

wn'ting dong the Lines of an oral disputation (with an initiai question. a set of arguments 

favoring the negative answer to the question, a set of arguments favoring the affirniative 

answer, then Aquinas's own answer, followed by his responses to the arguments for the 

negative and for the a . a t i v e  answer), somethg he does not do when commenthg on 

Atistotle. Thus, while Aquinas before beginning Questions Five and S u  bas already 

presented a division of the text, dong with a bnef comentary on a very brief passage in 

Boethius, Questions Five and SU( are clearly intended to represent Aquuias's own views 

on the speculative sciences, and u e  not restricted to explainhg what Boethius said on the 

subject. 

When analyzing and summarking Question Five, 1 will generally be foilowing the 

standard translation of this work which was made by A. Maurer, who also did the 

translation of the De Ente et Esseniio which I used in the previous chapter. And when 

giving references to the text of Aquinas, 1 will again do thïs by refemng to the pagination 

of the 1986 edition of Maurer's translation, 



Part Ont: A brief overview of the Four Articles in Oucstion Five 

Before examining each article in d d ,  it is worth while to take a quick and 

general look through the four articles. Each article begias with a question, as follows: 

Article One: 1s speculative science appropriately divided into these three parts: natural, 

mathematical, and divine? 

Article Two: Does naturai philosophy treat of what ezàsts in motion and matter? 

Article Three: Does marhematics treat, without considering motion and matter, of what 

exists in matter? 

Article Four: Does divine science treat of what exists without matter and motion? 

Articles Two, Three, and Four ask about the things treated by the three sciences in 

terms of the comection those things have in reality to matter and motion Now if ail three 

questions were to be answered in the affirmative, it would mean that bath physical 

science and mathematics consider what exists in or joined to matter and motion, while 

divine science considers what exists separate fiom matter and motion. This, of course, 

would be insufficient to distinguisb between narural philosophy and mathematics. 

Perhaps that explains why Article Three asks about a further point, namely whether or 

not mathematics -if it does consider what exists only in matter (and motion)- also 

includes matter and motion in its consideration. But the answer to this latter question 

would be saciettt to distinguish mathematics fiom natural philosophy only if the same 

question were asked (or assumed to have been asked) about natural philosophy, and the 

opposite answer given 

So at this point (Le., when we have before us only the initial statement of the four 

questions to be addressed in the four articles) it would appear that Aquinas intends to 



distinguish between the three speculative sciences in ternis of two factors: (i) the relation, 

to matter and motion, of the things each considers; (ii) whether or not matter and motion 

are cowidered by those sciences wnsidering t b g s  thst exist in matter and motion In 

fact, that Aquinas apparently disMguishes between naturd philosophy aod mathematics 

on the basis of whether matter and motion enter into the consideration wouid aimost 

suggest that othenvise what they cmider is the same; if what they each consider is 

different independently of *et& matter and motion enter into the consideration, thni 

there would be less need to emphasize whether or not matter and motion do in fa% enter 

into the consideration 

Part Two: An iaalvsis and Summaw of Article One 

Part Two will be divided into t h  sub-sections. In the first 1 wili deal with the 

precise question Aquinas is addressing in this Article. in the second I will examine his 

own answer to this question as given in the body of the article, and in the third 1 will 

examine some of his responses to arguments given earlier in favour of the negative 

answer. 

A. The precise auestion king addressed by A q u h s  in Article One 

It is important to have a clear understanding of a question king addressed by 

sorneone prior to summarizing or evduating their answer to it. Now it is true that 

Aquinas opens Article One with the following question: 

1s specuiative science appropriately divided into these three parts: natuid, 

mathematical, and divine? 



But this initial staternent of the question gives the reader oaly a rather general indicaiion 

of the question actually king addressed To get a more precise understanding of the 

question, one wouid have to know in some detail what characteristics AquiaaS wouid 

require, of a division of speculative science into parts, before he would agree that the 

division is conveniens (appropriate, fitting). And it wouid appear that Aquinas selected 

the ten arguments for a negatïve answer to the question as initially stated (which 

arguments are wmoniy, though somewbat misleadiagiy, referred to as 'objections') 

precisely in order to provide the reader with the criteria Aquinas thinks would have to be 

met for a division to be appropriate- 

'Objections' 3, 5, and 6 wnclude that the initiai List of parts of speculative 

science, though perhaps partially correct, indudes thin= it shouid not: natural philosophy 

(3 and 5 )  and divine science (5) should not be on it at dl; again, naturai philosophy and 

mathematics should not appear as distinct units dongside divine science, since they are 

only parts of divine science (6). 

'Objections' 2 and 4 conclude that the initial lia of parts of speculative science, 

though perhaps partiaily correct, has lefi out things that should be on it: logic (2) and 

ethics (4). 

'Objections' 1, 7, and 8 apparently suggest that the division is d c a i l y  wrong, 

having been made on an inamo~rÏate or less essential b i s .  

'Objections' 9 and 10 conclude that the t h e  parts are not Iisteâ in the correct 

order, namely that of dependence on one amther (9), or of the ease with which they are 

acquired ( 10). 



In other words, the ten arguments for the negDtive answer to the question of 

Article One suggest that, for Aquinas, a division -to be fitting- must have the correct uarts 

(no more, no les, with the division king made on the a~oroprïate basis), and the parts 

must be given in the correct order- Thus, the question king addresseci by Aquinas in 

Article One would probably be better understood if it were phrased appmximately as 

follows: 

1s the division of speculative science into naturai, mathematical, and divine an 

a~propiate one? That is, has any science that should be on the List been omitted 

fiom it? Has any science been included on the list that shodd not be on it? Have 

the three speculative sciences on the list been given in the correct order? 

B. The answer Aasinaa nives in the Bodr of Article One 

The body of the article (Maurer, pp. 12-14) presents, against the background of the 

distinction between speculative and practical sciences in general, Aquinas's account of 

what makes speculative sciences to be distinct from one another. 

(1  1 Distinction between specuiative sciences on the one band and practicai sciences on 

the other: 

Speculative sciences differ fiom practicai sciences in ways (the first of which 

is the more huidamental, since it detemiines the second) (Maurer, pp- 12-13): 



(a) As to &: 

b c t i c a l  sciences have as theu en4  not the truth they consider, but the omration 

toward which that auth is directed Speculative scieoces bave as their end the mah they 

consider. 

(b) As to subiect matter (wbich, of course, mut be proportionate to the end): 

Practical sciences must bave as their subject matter those thines which are able to 

corne into beine bv our work; for only the knowledge of such thkg9 *in be ordered to 

operation as to an end. Speculative sciences must have as their subject matter things 

which do not corne into beinn bv our work; the consideration of these things is unable to 

be ordered to operaiion as to an end 

(2) Distinction of one s~eculative science fiom another, 

Speculative sciences qua habits differ specifically fiom one auother according to 

the essential distinction of those things which are the subject-matter of specuiative 

sciences -essential, of course, not in the sense of pertaining to the essence of those things 

qua things, but in the sense of pertauiing to those things qua objects-of-specuiative- 

science. Thus to divide speculative sciences qua habits into parts, and do so fittingly, we 

need first to locate the characteristics common to objects-of-speculative-science qua 

objects-of-speculative-science; and second to state and apply the principle according to 

which one ~ O U D  of objectsof-speculative-science is essentially distinct from another 

WUP-  

The characteristics wmmon to & objects-of-speculative-science are the 

following: 



(a) These objects must be immaterial, because the intellect, which a speculative science 

perfects as  a habit, is immaterial. 

(b) These objects must be necessary, and therefore also immutable (Le., 'immobile' in the 

sense of unchangeable; for whatever is cbangeable is, as such, able either to be or not 

be, either absolutely or in a way and hence would not be necessary). 

Therefore, separation fiom, or comection with, matter and motion (i.e., change) 

is a property of every object-of-speculaîi~e-science~ (Marner, pp- 13-14} 

The next step is to discover the division of speculative science ùito its essentid 

parts on the basis of the essential differences between one group of immaterial-necessary- 

irnmutable objects and M e r .  Now one group of immaterial-necessary-inmutable 

objects is essentially distinguished from another according to their Ievel of remoteness, or 

separation, fiom matter and change- Therefore speculative science is to be disthguished 

into its specifically distinct parts according to the specifically distinct levels (or kinds) of 

remoteness -fiom matter and change- that are to be found in objects-af-speculahve- 

science. (It should be noted that remoteness fiom change wi l l  soon get much less 

attention than remoteness fiom matter.) 

But there are three and only three specificdly distinct ways in which objects-of- 

speculative-science can depend upon matter (which is soon replaced by the concept 

sensible matter) or lack such dependence: 

(i) Those objects dependhg on sensible matter both secundm esse @ 

s e d u m  inteIIectm, tbat is, both for their extra-mental existence, 

for their king uuderstood (Le., sensible matter would be present in the 

definition of the object); for exampie, plants, animals, and hiiman beings. 



'The speculative science that considen this essentially distinct group of 

objects-of-speculative-science is called 'nahiral philosophy' or 'physics'. 

(A topic to which we m u t  tum eventuaily: how are objects that depend on 

sensible matter for their existence, and for their king understood, 

immaterial (as they must be to be an object of speculative science)?) 

(ii) Those objects depending on sensible maî-ter for their extra-mental 

existence but for their king understooâ ( i r ,  sensible matter would 

not be present in the definition of the object); for example, lines and - 
numbers. The speculative science that considers this essenti* distinct 

group of objects-of-specdative-science is called 'mathematics'. 

(iii) Those objects depending on sensible matter either for their extra- 

mental existence = for their king unâerstood. These objects are said to 

exist indepeudently of sensible matter. either in the sense that they are 

individual things which never exist in sensible matter, such as God or 

angels, a in the sense that they are grours which can exia without 

sensible matter (namely, those groups where at least one individual 

member of the group never exists in sensible matter, such as the class 

being, the class substance7 the class quality, potency, act, one and many). 

The speculative science which considers this essentially distinct group of 

objec6-of-çpeculative-science has many names: 'theology', or 'divine 

science', because God is the most important thing known in ic 

'rnetaphysics', because it is acquired afkr physics by those who m m  

proceed nom sensible things to beings that are not sensible; 'primary 



philosophy', because it pRcedes those sciences which -ive theü 

principles fiom it. 

(iv) What about those objects not depeaduig on sensible matter for their extra- 

mental existence, yet depending on sensible matter for theV behg 

understood? A c t d y ,  no such cias of objects exïsts; hence, there could 

not be a fourth kind of speculative philosophy or science. 

Therefore, the= are tbree and only thme distinct kinds or pints of specdative 

philosophy or science, namely aatural philosophy, mathematics, and divine science. 

(Maurer, p p  14- 15) 

C. A selection of reswmes Aquim made to the arnimeata for a nemtive aaswer to 
the question 

Sumrnary of the first arment for the negative answer. 

Speculative philosophy should be divided in the same way as the habits perfecting 

the speculative part of the soul are divided (since the various parts of speculative 

philosophy are such habits). Nevertheless, the habits pediecting the specdative part of the 

soul are, according to Aristotle's Nicomackn Ethics, to be divided hto widom, 

science, and understanding. Therefore, the parts of speculative philosophy shouid be 

wisdom, science, and understanding, not naîural philosophy, mathematics, and divine 

science. 

Response of Aquinas to this first argument for the negative: 

Such a mistake is the resdt of confishg two quite Merent ways in which habits 

perfecting the speculative inteiiect are divide& 



1- The division into wisdorn, science, and understanding is based on a 

consideration of these habits of the speculative intellect quo virtues. For 

virtues are or&anized into groups according to the diffenat ways in which 

thev wrféct their subiect, in thïs case the speculative intel!ect (a) The name 

given to the v i m  perfecMg the specuiative intellect with reference to 

pruiciples is 'understanding'. (b) The name given to a vutue perfecting the 

specuiative intellect with reference to demoastrated conclusions is: 'wisdom', 

if the demonstration proceeds fiom the highest causes; 'science', if the 

demotutration pmceeds fiom less than the highest causes. 

2- The division of habits perfecting the speculative intellect into naturai 

philosophy, maîhematics, and divine science is based on a consideration of 

them qua habits. For habits are organized into groups according to their 

oblects, that is, accordhg to the thines - with which they are directlv wncemed 

S ummary of second 'objection': 

The division mentioned is not adequate because it omits logic. 

Aquinas's resmnse to 'objection' two: 

Logic is not studied for its own sake, whereas in the case of specuiative sciences 

knowledge sought for its own sake. Logic is more an instrument of science than a 

science. 

Summary of 'objection' four: 

Since al1 practicai sciences, such as medicine, ethics, morai science bave 

speculative parts, they also should be included in a division of speculative sciences. 



Aquinas's reswnse to 'objection' four 

It is not correct to put a practical science as a part of speculative science, merely 

on the basis of its containing some speculative parts. A theoreticai science, as a whole, is 

directed only to knowledge of mith; while a practical one, as a whole, is directed to 

operation 

Summary of 'objection' a: 
Metaphysics studies king. The subject matter of ptrysics and matùedcs is 

included within being. Therefore, physics and mathematics are not sciences distinct nom 

metaphysics. 

Aquinas's resmnse to 'objection' six: 

The wav metaphysics treats king makes it to be a distinct science from physics 

and mathematics. It is mie that the subjects of physics and mathematics are part of being; 

however, physics and mathematics treat their part of king in special way different fiom 

rnetaphysics' point of view. 

Summary of 'objection' nine: 

There is a problem with the order of the speculative sciences mentioned in the 

initiai question. Divine science, which other sciences depend on for their principles, must 

be placed first. 

Aquinas's remnse to 'objection' nine: 

Divine science & first by its nature; however, with respect to us, 0 t h  sciences 

corne before it. To grasp divine science we need first to l em natural science and 

mathematics. For example, to understand divine faca we need to know generatiou, 



corruption, and motion in natural science, and number, and disposition of the heavenly 

spheres, through astronomv and mathematics. 

However, there is no vicious circle in the fact thai, although we must acquk 

other speculative sciences prior to acqiiinng divine science. those other sciences receive 

their principles from divine science. For, divine science proves the principles of those 

other science from self-evident prïnciples, not from some idormation it received from 

those sciences. 

In addition, demonsîmîions based on naturd science are ciearer to us at fht 

Therefore, relative to us divine science cornes last, in spite of the fact that by its nature it 

is first. 

Summary of 'objection' m: 
The objection says that mathematics should corne before naturai science, because 

yomg people can easily study mathematics, while only the more advanced can study 

natural science. 

Aquinas' s response to 'objection' ten: 

Aithough it is tme tbaî mathematics is studied before natural science, still the 

things known by natural science, namely sensible things, are better known than the things 

known by mathematics, and that is what determines the appropriate order for listing the 

two sciences (as distinct from the order in which they are leanied). 

Part Thrcc: An AnalvsW and summarv of A d l e  Two 

According to Article One, speculative science has three parts: natural philosophy, 

mathematics, and metaphysics. Article Two is concerned with the subject matter of 



natural philosophy. The structure of Article Two is the same as thaï of the other Articles; 

that is, it begins with an initial stating of the question, it then presents a set of arguments 

favouriog a negative answer to the question, a smaller set of arguments favourhg an 

affirmative answer, followed by the body of the article in which Aquinas gives his own 

answer to the questioa, and then the responses Aquinas makes to the arguments for the 

negative. 

A. The auestion king a d d d  by Aquinas ia Article Two 

Once again, it takes a bit of work to get a precise grasp of the question (or set of 

questions) Aquinas is actually addressùig io Article Two. As he states the question at the 

beginning of the Article, it goes as follows: 

Does natural philosophy treat of what exists in motion and matter? 

Now perhaps the îïrst step towards reaching an understanding of precisely what 

this question means is to recall what Aquinas had concludeci in Article One in so far as 

that would be relevant First of dl ,  when Aquinas spoke in Article One of the 

characteristics comrnon to ail objects-of-speculative-science, he said that the object of 

every specdative science must be inunaterial, necessary, and immutable. This wouid 

suggest that in the question which opens Article Two the word 'motion' should probably 

be taken in its broad sense, as meaning change of any sort, rather than in its narrow sense 

where it would refer only to local motion Thus, Aquuias would seem to be asking 

whether natural philosophy treats of wbat exists in chan~e aud in matter. Secondlv, when 

in Article One he identified the class of objectsof-speculative-science which are studied 

by naniral philosophy, Aquinas spoke of objects which depend on sensible matter both 



for their extra-mental existence, and For their k i n g  mderstood (ie., sensible matter 

would be included in the definition of these abjects). This would suggest that the question 

at the beginning of Article Two should be taken as if it had asked: 7hes  naturai 

philosophy treat of what exists in change and in sens~ble matter? 

Let us now examine the set of arguments for a negative auswer to the initial 

question of Article Two, to see what light they cast on the precise nature of the question 

that Aquinas is addressing in Article Two. 

Aquinas brings up seven arguments against the position that nahiral philosophy 

deals with what exists in motion and matter, 

According to three 'objections' (1,4,5), since a speculative science deals with 

what is universal and necessary, it therefore cannot treat of what exists in matter and 

motion. For matter is the principle of individuation, and motion is the principle of 

contingency. Thus, natural science ought not to deai with what exists in matter and 

motion. The second 'objection' argues that, since the only way the intellect knows is by 

abstracting from matter and iîs conditions, mtural science cannot deal with matter. Thus 

four objections (1,2,4,5) raise the question of whether materiai and movable thuigs can 

ever be the subject of any speculative science. 

The third and sixth arguments for the negative conclude that mtural science treats 

not onlv what is in matter and motioa/change, it also deals with a First Mover who is firee 

from al1 matter, plus the sou1 and the earth which are not subject to motion (where the 

word 'motion' cleariy refers to locai motion, not change in general). in other words, these 

two 'objections' (3,6) give a negative answer to the question whether n a d  philosophy 

considen only what exists in matter and motion. 



The seventh 'objection' argues that since there are some mutable thiags which 

natural science does treat, the subject matter of mtural science should not be 

describeci as whatever exists in matter and change. 

Thus, if we were to judge by the seven arguments for a negative answer, we 

would conclude that the question Aquinas is actualiy addressing in Article Two could be 

understood better if it were presented as a set of related questions, as follows (where the 

clarifications deriving nom our review of Article Ow have now been taken hto 

account): 

(1) Are mutable things involving sensible matter ever able to be objects constituting the 

subject matter of a speculative science? 

(2) (Assurning an affiirmative answer to the fim question) does natural philosophy, when 

studying mutable things involving sensible matter, uiclude sensible matter and change 

in its consideration? 

(3) Does natural philosophy consider every mutable thing involving sensible matter? 

(4) Does natural philosophy consider only mutable things involvuig sensible matter? 

B. The onsweflss) Aquhas gives in the b d v  of Article Two 

The body of Article Two is concerned primarily with the fim two questions on 

the lia iuunediately above, namely: 

(1) Are mutable things which involve sensible matter ever able to constitute the 

subject matter of a speculative science? 

(2) When naturai philosophy coosikn mutable t h g s  *ch involve sensible 

matter, does it include sensible matter and change in its consideration? 



But prior to giving his answers to these two questions, Aquiaas alludes to the 

great difficulty of the füst question, and says that it was Plato's failtire to solve t h i s  

problem that led him to posit the existence of Separaîe Ideal F m .  For Plato, Aquinas 

says, accepted the position of Heraclitus and Cratylus, namely that material things are 

always changing, and h m  that drew the conclusion that material things cmot be the 

objects directly studied by science, or the objects king defined in a definition. A s  a 

result, Plato posited the existence of Separate Ideal Forms, since he thought they were 

required to provide the objects studied by science, and the objects defined in a definition. 

Aquinas says that Plato's e m  consisteci in failing to distinguish between what is 

essential, and what is not (Maurer, p. 27) 

Aquinas bases his own answer to these two questions on a distinction he draws, 

when tallcing about an individual semile substance, between the following: 

(a) The individual sensible substance, such as an individual human, or an individual tree, 

which is referred to here as 'the whole', i-e., the composite itself 

(b) The (speci6c essence) of that individual sensible substance. (For some reason that is 

not clear, Aquioas here seems to prefer the word 'nature', or even 'fonn', to the word 

'essence' when referring to the essence of the individual.) 

Now if we examine an individual sensible substance, we see that it changes (it 

cornes into existence, and it goes out of existence), and that it includes individual sensible 

matter, or determinate (or signate) matter. Therefore, such individuals cannof I 

individuals, be the subject matter of natural philosophy. 

But change and individual sensible matter do not belong per se to the specinc 

essence of the sensible individual substance. Whaî is produced by a housebuilder is not 



the essence house, but house. What is included in the specific essence of an animal is 

bones, not these bones. 

Further, it is possible to consider aaything in abstraction nom (Le., without 

considering) anything which is not related to it per se. 

Therefore, the specific essence of a sensible object (whiie it cannot exkt extra- 

mentally without change or particular sensible matter) = be considered by a person 

without that person at the same thne considering: change, or considering detennlliate 

sensible matter, or considering any conditions required by change and determinate 

sensible matter (though of course it cannot be considenxi by a pecson without that person 

considering common, or indeterminate, sensible matter). 

So, do things which consthte the subject matter of naturai philosophy exist in 

sensible matter and change? Aquinas seems to express his answer in two at least slightly 

different ways. First he seems to say that the objects which make up the subject matter of 

naturai philosophy are immaterial (in the sense of not including particular sensible 

matter) and immutable (lacking al1 changes) essences which exist extra-mentally only in 

individual sensible things. But at the end of  the body of this Article, Aquinas seems to be 

saying that when we possess the speculaîive science cailed 'naturai philosophy', what we 

know are individual sensible beingç, whereas that throutzh which we know those thiags 

are their irnmutable essences considered without considering the particular sensiMe 

matter (required for the essence to exist extra-rnentally) king considered at the same 

tirne. These answers seem to mean two at least somewbat ciiffereut things, and Aquinas 

does not tell us which is the more precise answer. 



C. Aquinas's response to the tbird argument for a 0-e amwer to the qaation 

Summary of 'objection' three: 

Naturd science considers the First Mover, But the Fust Mover does not bave any 

matter- Therefore, natural science does not consider oniy what errists in matter. 

Aquinas's resmnse to 'objection' three: 

In his response to this third argument favoring a negative answer, Aquinas 

distinguishes between two sorts of obiects which in some way or other are dealt with by a 

speculative science: 

(i) those objects which constitute the subiect genus of the science, objects which are 

considered by the science in themselves; and 

(ii) those objects which, though ~t part of the subject a n u s  of that science, are 

nevertheiess deait with in it because of some relation thev have to the beings 

which are included in the subject genus. 

Now it is tnie that God, a completely inmaterial and immutsble king., is deait 

with in nanual philosophy- But God is studied by naturai philosophy, not as a member of 

the subject genus of natural philosophy, but only because of His relationship to things 

within the subject genus. The question, king addresseci, on the other hand, was 

specifically about what c o n s t i ~ e s  the subject matter of natural philosophy in the narrow 

sense of subject genus (thîngs treated for their own d e ) .  Hence, to admit that God is 

midied in nahiral philosophy is in no way to say something contrary to the position that 

the subject genus of naturai philosophy includes only objects that exist in change and 

sensible matter. 



Part Four: An andvsis and sommam of Article Tbree 

I f  one were to examine simply the four questions given at the beginning of the 

four articles in Question Five, one would probably form the impression that Article One 

would consist in a general discussion of the tripartite division of speculative science into 

philosophy of nature, mathematics, and divine science, whereas Article Two would be a 

discussion of the subject matter of the philosophy of nature in p r t d a r  (or at least a 

fuller discussion of that subject matter than wouid be found in Article One), Article Three 

wouid be a discussion (or at least a Mer discussion) of the subject matter of 

mathematics, and Article Four would be a discussion (or at least a Mer discussion) of 

the subject matter of divine science. And after one has subjected the four articles to a 

close examination, it would be clear that this fust impression was for the most part a 

correct one, especially as it pertains to Articles One, Two, and Four7 and even up to a 

point with regard to Article Three. 

But if one were simply to read the body of ArticIe Three while king totallv in the 

dark as to its context, and then attempt to summarize its main points or topics, 1 think one 

would Likely say b t  o v e d l  its author was aîtempting to do approximately the following 

two things: 

First of all, to explain in some detail the three wavs by which the human intellect in its - 

operations can leeitimatelv abstract one thing h m  another thiag; that is, to 

explain the three ways in which the human intellect: 

(a) c m  distinguish one thing from another OUng 



(b) where this is done vere ('tndhfully', 'correctly', 'legitimately', Le., where it is 

possible to do the abstmting without involving oneself in faIsehoai, or 

attempting to do the impossible). 

Secondlv, to identiQ the special connection that exists between these three ways of 

abstracting, on the one hand, and the three specularive sciences, on the other. 

Thus, while Article Three does deal with the subject matter of mathematics (in fàct, this 

is about the ody thing the 'objections', and the fesponses to them, do deal with), the 

body of Article Three is more similar to Article One than it is to Articles Two and Four, 

at least to the extent that it presents a fairly general discussion of the aipartite division of 

speculative science, without king especially concemed (as Articles Two and Four are) 

witb presenting a fuller discussion of the subject matter of onlv one of the speculative 

sciences. 

In view of this, and of the need fiom now on to place greater emphasis on those 

parts of the text that are more relevant to my thesis, 1 will abandon the pradce 1 followed 

for Articles One and Two, where I began by attempting to determine the precise question 

Aquinas was addressing in the Article. Hence, for Article Three 1 will not attempt to 

summarke either the 'objections', or the responses to the 'objections', but will 

concentrate almost exclusively on the bodv of the article. 

Aquinas begins the body of Article Three by drawing attention to the 

operations of the human intellect that are relevant to his main topic in this article (i-e-, to 

the operations which are relevant to the three ways in which the intellect can legitimately 

abstract, or, the three ways in which the intellect can consider one thing without 

considering the other thing while wt involving oneself in falsehood, or attempting to do 



the impossible). (Maurer, pp. 34-35) (While the= are other activities of the himian 

intellect which do not f d  under these two oprraiions, e.g., reasoning, these other 

operations are not duectly relevant to the ways in which the inteuect can legitimately 

abstract, and so are not dealt with by Aquinas at this point.) 

The 'first' operation of the human intellect, oamely the operation by which we know 

what a t h g  is (no matter whether that thing is complete, i.e., a whole thing, or - 
incomplete, such as  a pari or accident)- What is it in the thing that this operation is 

concemed with? The nature of the thing. (Although Aquinas does not at this poim 

actuaiiy use the word 'essence7, and he does not here explicitly refer to the ten 

categories, he is quite clearly talLuig about wbat, in the De Ente et Essentia, he 

referred to as the essence by which a thhg (whether a substance, or an accident) is 

fixed in its proper genus and species.) 

The 'second' operation of the human intellect, aamely the operation by which we make 

statements, either aginnative statements (in which the intellect 'joins two things', 

or rather asserts that the two thuigs are joiaed), or aeeative statements (in which 

the intellect 'divides or separates two things', or rather, asserts thar the two things 

are separate). What is it in the things that this operaiion is fonce& with? 

According to Aquinas, it is the esse (or existence) of the things (which existence 

in a corporeal object results fiom the two inaiasic principles of the thing, namely 

its matter and fonn). 

Having briefly explained these two operations of the human intellect, and 

identified the two aspects of things that they are concerned with, Aquùias then devotes a 

nurnber of pages (Maurer, pp. 35-41) to the three different ways in which the intellect cm 



legitimately abmact (where the am 'abstmdng' is k i n g  taken in a broad sense, so that 

it includes not only abswcting where the term is taken strictly, but also an activity which 

is not abstracting properly speaking): 

Two of these ways of abstracting are canied out by the 'first' operation of the intellect; - 

bath of them are abstracting prowrlv -aLiriP,- 

The third way of abstracthg is carrieci out by the 'second' operation of the inteUec$ this 

way, which is d e d  'sepratio' (separating), is not strÏctiv qdc inq a case of 

abstractine, since an activity ofdistinguishing one thing from another is not cded 

'abstracting properly speaking' uniess the 'two things' are united in d i t y ,  

sornething that does not apply to the 'two things' involved in the activity cailed 

separating. 

Let us begin by taking a closer Iook at semrating, that is, at the third way of 

abstracting, which is carried out by the 'second' operation (though presumably only in so 

far as this 'second' operation is used to form negative sîatements). Suppose one were to 

say "A human is not a donkey? This would mean that one is 'abstracting human fiom 

donkey', or distinguishing human fiom donkey, in the s e w  that one is stating they are 

separate in realiiy That is, one is stating that no human is a donkey (where 'donkey' is 

k ing  used literally), and no donkey is a human. And since this statement conforms to 

reality, this statement is the result of an abstracting that bas been carrieci out vere 

('truthfully', correctly, legitimately). Or, suppose one were to say T o  be human is not to 

be white". This would mean that one is abstracting human from white in the sense that 

one is saying they are 'separate' in reality in the sense that not dl hum- are white and 

not al1 white things are human. Since this statement in fact codioms to reaiïty, this 



statement is the result of an abstracting that has been carried out vere ( c o d y ) .  But if 

one were to make the statement that the 'two thiags' are separate when in fact they are 

united in &ty (in the relevant sense), then this would not be an iastance of a legitimate 

or correct use of this type of sbstracting- (The distinction between sepamting and 

abstracting properly speaking seems to be muddied a bit by the fact tbat Aquinas at least 

seems to be using, and without any explanation, the case of distinguishing between 

human and white as an example both of separating, and of one of the fom ofabstraduig 

prowrly ~ ~ e a k @ -  1 

Let us now examine more closely abstractina wowrlv s-3 which is canïed 

out by the 'fim' operation of the human intellect, and always involves things that are 

'united in reality'. (We will look at the two sorts of abstracting properly speaking ody 

after looking at what they bave in cornmon.) When 'two things are united in reality', in 

some cases it is rmssible to c o d y  abstract the first fiom the second (i-e-, consider the 

first without at the same time considering the second), while in other cases it is 

imwssible to consider the first without at the same time considering the second, and do 

this 'tnrthfully'. Much of what Aquinas writes in the body of Article Three is concernai 

with stating the princivle according to which this sort of abstracting can be carrieci out 

correctly, and with providing exam~les of pairs where the fht thing 1- legitimately be 

abstracted from the second, and examples of pairs where the fust thing cannot be 

legitimately ab~b'acted fiom the second. 

(Part of what makes the body of this adcle so difficuit to analyze and summan2le 

is the fact that sometimes when Aquinas is attempting to state in principle when it is 

legitimate to abstract one thuig fiom d e r  thing, you caunot tell whether the prùiciple 



is intended to appiy onlv to the two ways ofabstracang propedy sspeaking, or is intended 

to apply as well to the third way, where the two things are not united in reality. Similarly, 

when Aquinas speaks of 'things separate in reality', and 'things united in reality', it is 

not always clear to the reader whether there is a perfect dichotomv between these two 

expressions, so that there codd be no exam~le that could be piaced in both groups.) 

What is the jxincivle that justifies abstracting one thing fiom another thing when 

they are uni-ted in reality? Açcording to Aquinas (in the context of a difficdt 

philosophical analysis of corporeal objects -see Maurer, pp. 35-36), if one thing depends 

on a second thing wîth regard to what cotlstituîes the intelligiiility of the essence of the 

first thing, one cannot 'tmthfUy' abstract the first from the second; i.e., one m o t  

correctly consider the first without at the same tirne wnsidering the second But if one 

thing does not depend on a second thing with regard to what consti~es the intelligibility 

of the essence of the first thing one 'tniîhfdly' abstract the f k t  fiom the second 

Thus, (given certain obvious assumptions about the literal meaning of the following 

terms as translations of the Latin words used by Aquim) one - 'truthfully' cousider 

letter of the al~habet without considering syllable. although one cannot 'tnithfully' 

consider svilable without consiàerïng letter of the al~habet, One 9 'tnithfiilly' consider 

nose without considering snubness, although one cannot 'authfully' consider snubness 

without considering nose. One ' t n i W y '  wmider animal without cons ide~g  paw, 

although one cannot 'tnithfully' consider paw without considering animal. 

Having explaineci at some length the general notion of abstracting by meam of the 

'first' operation of the human intellect, Aquinas then (Maurer, p.39) distùiguishes 

between two distinct ways of ab-g by meam of the 'fim7 operation of the intellect 



Whar is the basis upon which this distinction is made? The two distinct twes of unions 

between two things where one can be 'tnithfuly' coasidered without the other king 

considered at the same time. Thus, there is one tme of abstracting conesponding to the 

'union of a whole to its parts'; initially Acphas refers to this type of abstradg as 

'absûacting the whole nom its parts'. And there is awther tvpe of abswcting 

correspondhg to the 'union of form and matter' (or the 'Mion of accident and nibject'); 

Aquinas refen to this type of abstracting as 'abstracting the fomi from the matter'. (It 

should be noted that Aquinas's terminology here tends to be rather unclear, and even a bit 

eccentric when cornpared to the way he will speak elsewhere; at any rate, one should 

attempt to infer the nature of these two ways of abstracting fiom the names he attaches to 

them ùiitially.) 

Having made the distinction between these two ways of abstracting by means of 

the 'first' operation of the human intellect, Aquinas precedes to expiain each of them in 

considerable detail, in the course of which explanation he wiU give additional examples 

of legitimate and illegitimate acts of abswcting. (Maurer, pp. 374 1). 

Fint of al4 he gives an initial explanation of the kuid of abstracting properly 

speakùig called 'abstracting fom fiom matter' (Maurer, pp. 37-39), to which he will add 

further explanation later. This expression tums out to refer (at least in this context) to 

considering quantity (an accidental form) without considering the sensible matter in 

which that quantity actually exim. This ab~nacting can be canied out 'truthfüliy' 

because, although quanbty cannot exist except in a corporeal substance involviag 

sensible matter, it - be understood without at the same time considering sensible matîer 

(though of course it wuld not be undentood without simultaneously considering 



something called 'intelligible matter'). How is it possible for quantity to be understood 

without sirnultaneously considering sensible qualities? Because accidents belong to a 

substance in a certain order, and quantity is 'closer' to the substance than are these 

sens file qualities. 

As for the kind of abstracting proprly speaking iaitiaüy called 'abstractin~: the 

whole fiom the mrt7, Aquinas d l ,  in his M e r  explmation, refer to this by a much 

cfearer expression, namely 'abstractïno the mhmal h m  the mrticdar'. (km, p.40) 

This, Aquinas says, was called the 'abstracting the whole from the part' because with it 

we have an essence absolutely considered, that is, according to its essential character, in 

independence of al1 parts that do not beloag to the species. (It d l  be r d e d  fiom the 

De Ente et Essentia that an essence, viewed as a whole rather than as a part, and 

considered absolutely, i.e-, considered without at the same time considering any 

characteristics it receives from its existing in extra-mental beings or in htellects, was 

regarded as the 'whole of the thing7 in the sense that nothing was formdy excluded fiom 

it, and hence it couid be predicated of individual abjects.) 

Aquinas draws the body of  Article Three to a close (Maurer, p.41) by connecting 

the above three ways of abstracting with the three speculative sciences: 

( 1 ) the activity called 'separahg' belongs to metaphysics; 

(2) the activity of abstraçting quantity fiom sensible matter belongs to mathematics; 

(3) the activity of abmacting univenals h m  particulars belongs to al1 sciences, 

including physics. 



Part Fivc: A brkf look at Articlt Forir 

Before summanzing Article Four h m  the point of view of the interest of my 

thesis, it might be usehl to review what Aquinas has told us in d i e r  articles regarding 

the third specuiaîive science, which is the subject of Article Four. 

in Article One, Aquinas said that objects-of-~pecdative-rieace have the 

following thfee feanies in cornmon- they are immateriai, necessary, and immutable. (h 

Article Two he seems to add, but without explwation, yet a fourth f-e, m e l y  that 

they be universal.) 

The distinction of speculative science into three parts, or into three speculative 

sciences, r e s u b ,  says Aquinas (in Article one as wppiemented by later Articles), fkom 

the fact that objets-of-speculative-science as such f d  into three distinct groups 

according to the three distinct ways in which objects-of-speculative-science as such are 

removed from/attached to sensible matter and change: 

(1)  the first group of objects-of-speculative-science, which are studied by the philosophy 

of nature, have two featwes in wmmon: 

(a) al1 of the objects midied can exia extra-mentally O& if they exist in 

individual sensible matter and in change; and 

(b) when these objects are considered by this speculative science, individual 

sensible matter is not consideced, though cornmon sensible matter is included 

in the consideration; tbet is, tbese objects cannot be mderstood withouî 

common senshle rnatter being understood, since common sensiîle matter 

wodd be included in the defhition of such objects. 



(2) the second group of obje*s-osspocuiative-science7 which are studied in mathematics, 

dso have two features in common: 

(a) aii of the objects studied can exkt extra-mentally oniv if they exist in 

individual sensible matter and in change; and 

(b) when these objects are studied by this specuiative science, neither individual 

nor common sensible matter is included in the consideration; that is, no 

sensibie matter is inciudd in the definition of these objects. Strll, somettiing 

called 'intelligible matter' is included in the consideration of them by 

mathematics. 

(3) the third group of objects-of-speculative-science, which are studied in metaphysics, 

also have two features in conmion (though the second one is not explicitly dealt with 

by Aquinas): 

(a) dl the objects studied can exist extra-mentaily without any matter or motion 

being present. Or to be more precise, this featue means that (1) if the object 

studied is an individual king (such as God), it can never exist in matter, and 

(2) if the object studied is a gr ou^ (such as the group being, the group 

substance, the group quality, etc.), it (Le., the gmup) must include at least one 

m e m k  which does not exist in matter and motion. And 

(b) when these objects are studied, no matter of any sort wed be present in the 

definition of them as such. 

In Article One Aquinas explained how this third specuiative science has several 

names assigned to it: 



(i) 'theology' or 'divine science': because God is the principal thhg treated in 

it. 

(ii) 'metaphysics': because, k ing  humans, we have to shidy material or sensible 

things before we study immaterial or non-sensible things, and hence this 

third science cornes after physics. 

(iii) 'primary/first philosophy': because al l  the other sciences take theïr 

prhipks h m  it- 

Turning now to the body of Article Four, we see that Aquinas repeats the point 

(previously made in Article One) that this third speculative science treats of beings 

existing separate from matter in the followiag two ways: 

(1) Either they are individual beings that cannot exist in matter and motion (e.g., Gd), 

(2) Or they are goum which do not depend on matter and motion for their extra-mental 

existence, i.e., they need not exist in matter and motion in the sense that at least one 

member of the group does not exist in matter and motion (Maurer, p. 52) 

But the real purpose, or contnïution, of Article Four is not merely to repeat the 

above point Although Article Four is a fairly long and rather complex article, it wodd 

seem that primarily it is an attempt to do the following two things: 

1. to show how this third speculative science, namely philosophicai theology (which 

depends on the n a -  light of reason), diners nom another theology, (or another 

divine science), m e l y  the one taught in Sacred Scripttue; and 

2. to show how the various things actually studied by philosophicai theology (and, in 

partïcdar, Gd) relate to the subject genus of this science. 



I will attempt to summarize Aquuias's solution to these problems in the following 

way: While God is shidied by both philosophical theology (or metaphysics) and the 

theology of Sacred Scriphire, in the technical sense God is the subject genus of ody one 

of these theologies, narnely the theology of Sacred Scnphne. But if God is not included 

in the subject genus of philosophicai theology, how is God able to be studied by 

philosophical theology, and in fact achially be the principal t b g  midied by it (whence 

the name 'theology' or 'divine science')? In solving tbis problem, Aquinas follows 

Aristotle in dividing the total group of things studied in a science into two sub-groups: 

those things which are studied directly, and thus are included in the subject genus of the 

science, and those things which are not studied directly but only because of a significant 

relationship they have to the objects which are included in the subject genus. 

Which, then, the objects contained withui the subject genus of metaphysics? 

Cn general, those objects which exist separate from matter in the second way explained 

above, Le., groups that do not depend on matter and motion for their existence in the 

sense that, while some members of the group do depend on matter and motion for their 

existence, there is at least one member of the group which does not exkt in matter and 

motion. The examples Aquinas gives of the groups that make up the subject genus of 

metaphysics are king, substance, quality7 actuality, etc. But when Aquinas descn'bes the 

subject genus of metaphysics more tecbnidy7 he will say that it is king as beiag God 

is studied by metaphysics, but only indirectly, and to the extent that objects included in - 

the subject genus have a causal dependence on Gad, and thus can be used to demonstrate 

Godas existence. This is a point Aquinas will emphasize fiequently: God is not included 



in the subject genus of any human science dependent on the naturd Light of reason 

(Mauser, pp. 5 1-53) 

Part Six: A summan of the doctrine of essence to be found in this work fin 
com~arisoa to the doctrine found in the De Enfe et Ess~ntUl) 

What has Aquinas revealed in Question Five of his Commentary on the De 

Trinitale of MUS about his doctrine of essence, and in particular about essence in 

corporeai objects such as plants and animais, as that doctrine stood at the time when he 

composed this work? 

Perhaps the first thing to note is thaî this work diffea from the De Ente et 

Essentiu in that this time essence is not the centrai topic of the worlc, and ùiat whatever 

we can learn about essence fiom it has to be extracteci fiom passages where the pnrnary 

interest is in some other topic. 

Ln addition, when Aquinas does deal with essence in Question Five, he spends 

Iittle time on essence as a metaphysical component in extra-mental beings; rather, here 

his interest in essence is prirnarily in how it is grasped by the human intellect in its 

operations, and, more importantly, in how essences relate to the subject matter of the 

three specuiative sciences. 

When Aquinas does deai in Question Five with essence as a mettaphysical 

component in corporeal objects such as plants, animals, and humans, he will make a 

number of points which will be quite familiar to one who has read the De Ente et 

Essentia. For example, one c m  distinguish, within an extra-mental corporeai object, 

between its two principles: 



(i) that by which the thing (whether it be a cornpiete thuig, 'the wbole', or 

incomplete, such as a part or accident) is wbat it is, aad ho& a certain rank in 

reality, uamely its essence (mtwa); and 

(ii) that by which it exists, its esse. 

Further, an individual corporeal object diffen corn the essence of its species in 

that, whereas the individual requires individual or particular sensible matter for its 

existence, the essence of the s p i e s  for th& individual wwld inelude C ~ O R  sensible 

matter (this is included in the definition of the thing's specific essence) but m, individual 

sensible matter. Although the vocabulary on this point is different in Question Five fiom 

what it was in the De Ente et Essentia. it is clear thaî the expression 'individual or 

particuiar or indeterminate sensible matter' in the Question Five refers to the same thuig 

as 'designated matter' did in the De Ente et Essentia; and the expression 'common or 

indeterminate sensible rnatter' in Question Five refers to the same thing as did 

'undesignated matîer' in the earlier work. In explahhg this distinction, Aquinas used the 

same example in both works ('this flesh and these bones' and 'flesh and bones'), and in 

both works the signate matter/individual sensible matter plays the role of the principle of 

individuation. 

The earlier work dealt at much greater length with topics such as how essence is 

found in various types of substances how essence is found in accidents, how the essence 

of a species relates to the essence of its genus, and of the wnnection of essence to the 

notions of genus, species and difference. But when the two works deal with the same 

problems, the doctrine of essence as a constituent ofa real king seerns to be basically the 

same in the two works, with w obvious advance having been made in the later work. 



Where the later work does represent an advance on tk d e r  work is in 

connetion, not with what an essence is, but with how essence is considered or grasped 

by the human intellect- 

Io the De Ente et Essentia, Aquhas placed great emphasis on the faa that an 

essence, say the essence of a species, can exist only in individuai members of that species 

(where it takes on certain chamcteristics), or in individual intellects (where it takes on 

certain characteristics). Now one can consider this essence as it exists in individd 

members of the species. And one can consider this essence as Ï t  exists in some individual 

intellect. But, Aquinas insiste& one can also consider that essence in yet a third way, 

oamely without at the same time considering mything tbat is îrue of it because of its 

existence in individual things or in individual intellects. Aquinas referred to an essence 

considered in this way as essence absolutely wnsidered By means of this anaiysis 

Aquinas was able to explain his dodne of predication (regarding precisely what 

constitutes the predicate of a statement in which the subject is a particular corporeal 

substance), and his doctrine regarding the universal logical intentions of genus, 

ciifference, and species. two topics which are hardly present in Question Five. 

But when he wmte Question Five of his Commentary on the De Trinitate of 

Boethius, Aquinas attempted a much more generai analysis of abstraction (ie., of the 

various ways in which one cm 'tnithfuly' consider one thing without masidering 

another), and he did this while making explicit refereme to, first of d, the füst two 

operations of the human intellect, and, secondly, the three speculative sciences. As a 

result, his fairly brief comments in the De Ente et Essentiu regardhg an essence 

considered absolutely have been superseded by a much Mer explanation of when one 



c m  legitimately consider one thing wWLthouî consider something else; and this time the 

explanation in principle is accom-ed by many heipful negative and positive examples. 



Chapter Five 

A Summary of the doctrine of essence containcd ia tbese two works by 

Aquinas, and a bricf criticml comment on thit doctrine 

Part One: Summarv 

These two works were written at about the same time, with one king Wntten a bit 

before Aquinas became a Professor of Theology at the University of Paris, and the other 

being witten in his first years as a Professor of Theology. 

Although the primary topics of these two works are not the exactiy same, there is 

considerable overlap in topics. As for the doctrines of essence presented in them, there 

would seem to be no logical incompatibility between the doctrine presented in one and 

the doctnne presented in the other, and on some points they would appear to be saying 

almost exactly the wime thing. Therefore, here 1 will attempt a unified summary of the 

doctrine on essence contained in these two works. 

There is an essence for every being, provided the word 'being' is k i n g  used to 

refer to something positive in reality. (Negations and privations do not have essences.) 

When subjecting an individual physical k ing  such as a plant or animal to a 

metaphysical analysis, one must distinguish between its essence and its existence. 

Aquinas mentioned approximately six (overlappiag) functions performed by the 

essence of a thing (though one could perhaps extend this Iist a bit if one were to include 

in it the roles played by essence with respect to the subject matter of the three speculative 

sciences, especially the philoçophy of nature and mathematics): 



(1) tt is that which places a king in one or the othet of the tm categaries (or ten 

supreme genera); or, to be somewhat more specific, it is that which fixes a 

king in its own genus and species. 

(2) It is that which determines a k i n g  to be what it is. 

(3) It is that which is signified by a definition stating what the king is. 

(4) It is that which makes a being to be intelligible, that is, to be something that 

can be gras@ by an intellect 

(5) It is that which directs a king to its proper or s@c operation. 

(6)  It is that in which and through which a king (an ens, or an id quod est, tbat 

which exists) has its esse (beingness, exïsting, existence). Or, to put it slightly 

differently, the essence is that accorduig to which a thing is called a being. 

When Aquinas wished to refer to essence, he generally used the terni 'essentia' or 

'natura', though occasionaily he would also use the terms 'forma' and 'quiditas'. On one 

occasion he pointed out thaf although these tems can dl be iwd to refer to essence, each 

of them tends to emphasize one role of essence rather than another. But most of the time 

he uses these tenns as if they were completely interchangeable ways of referring to an 

essence, with no special significance to be attached to one word king chosen over 

another; about the only clear exception would seem to be a possible preference for the 

word 'essentia ' in a context in which he will also be talking about ens and esse- 

When discussing materiai substances7 where he usually seems to have in mind 

ones such as plants and animais, Aquuias witl emphasize tbat essence does not 

consia in the matter alone, or even in the form alone (where fonn is conceived as a part), 



but in the comwsite of matfer and f o m  Thus, the essence of a Living object includes 

both its body and its soul. 

Closely comected to this last point is Aquinas's doctrine tbat an individual 

corporeal king such as Socrates (or the essence of Socrates as an individual) includes a 

material component variously called 'signate matter', 'individual sensible matter', or 

'particular sensiile matter', which serves as the principle of individuation (which 

accouits for the possibîlîty of there being more than one member of a species of 

corporeal abjects). 

As for the essence of the species to which Socraîes belongs, Aquinas insists that 

this also contains sensMe matter (sime its definition would include sensible matter), only 

thîs time the matter is 'undesignated matter', 'common sensible matter', or 'universal 

sensible matter'. Aquinas distinguishes common sensible matter fiom individual sensible 

matter by saying that the definmon of the human species uiciudes having flesh and bones, 

but it does not include having flesh and these bones; the latter wodd, however, 

belong to the definition ofan individual such as Socrates (if he has a definition). 

Aquirias never wavers fiom his position that an essence can exkt in onlv two 

places: in individual members of a group, or in individual intellects; and tbat in each of 

these places the essence takes on additional characteristics unique to that place. But be 

also insists that the characteristics acquirpd in each of those places do not belong to 

essence as such, since they are not found in both places, and hence are not a propeny 

belonging to the very intelligi'bility of the essence. 

There could exist only one being in which its essence inchdes existence; that is, 

there muid be oniy one king that is subsistent esse. In every other being, the essence 



does as such include existence, and hence such beings must receive their existence 

fiom some other being. 

The above represents most of what Aquinas said in these two works regarding 

essence in so far as it is a metaphysical constituent in every corporeal being About al1 

that has k e n  left out is a detailed List of the characteristics an essence acquires when it 

exists in individual extra-mental objects, and a detailed list of the characteristics an 

essence acquires when it exim in an individual intellect While these would be 

interesting topics, the passages dealing with them have proved to be too difncult for me 

at this stage. 

The rest of what Aquinas said in these two works (and it was quite extensive) had 

to do mostly with the relation that humans (with their intellects) have to essence when 

they do the following with regard to some extra-mental k i n g  

( 1  ) grasp what sort of king it is, or to which genus and species it beloags; 

(2)  make statements about that being, by putting it into the subject-position in a statement 

and then predicating of it some essence; 

(3) define it; 

(4) consider the thing as an object of one of the sciences, and demonstrate properties of 

it. 

Thus, Aquinas wilI point out thai, because what an essence is in itself is not in aîi 

respects the same as what it is when it e>cists in the only two places where it can exis?, 

there are t h e  ways of considering an essence; 

(a) considering the essence as it exïsts in individual extra-mental beings; 

(b) considering the essence as it exists in individuai inteuects; 



(c) considering the essence in itseIf, or absolutely, Le., according to whet is mie of it after 

you leave out of consideration what is tnie of it because of its existence in the two 

places where it in fact exists. 

Further, Aquinos will put the above distinction (between three ways of 

considering an essence) to use, first in his expianation of the nature of the predicate when 

that predicate is conectly predicaîed of an individual corporeal object, and second in his 

explanation of the oaime of the subiect when the &y pedicated predicate is the 

word 'genus', or 'species', or 'ciifference'. 

Further yet, Aquinas will attemp a mp1ete theory of abstraction (which will be 

related to the first two operations of the intellect), and point to three distinct ways in 

which the human intellect can 'authfully' abstract an essence, which three ways he will 

then use to elaborate on the distinction between the three speculative sciences. 

Part Two: Some critical Fomments 

After reading these two early works by Aquinas, I remain p d e d  by a couple of 

problems which 1 cannot see how !le avoids. Firs  1 will mention the f k t  problem and a 

possible m w e r  for it, then the second problem and a possible soIution Aquinas would 

give. 

The first problern wodd be that when A q u b  says essence belongs oniy to 

something positive in reality, he did not mention how he would deal with those essences 

that do not exist in reality (e-g., phoenix). W e  know what a phoenix is, but obviously it 

does not exist in reality- 



Perhap Aquinas wouid solve this @lem either by saying the essence ex&+ in 

the human practicaf intellect in the case o f  human artifacts (asnrmiog they have 

essences), or by saying that those essences of naturai thhgs which do not yet exist in 

individuals might exïst in the mind of God. 

Another problern is that 1 cannot quite understand Aquinas when he says th& in a 

being, essence receives esse (existence). In general, me1y a receiver must ex& before it 

receives something- But Aquïnas's expianation of essence sezms tu imply thPt the 

essence, king the receiver of  existence, must exist before receiving the esse (existence), 

which is puzziing. (In other words, Aquinas's dennition seems to imply sort of primacy 

for essence over existence.) 

The latter problem wuld be resolved either by assumiag the primacy of existence 

over essence, or by denying the real distinction between existence and essence. If we can 

corne up with a solution that a beiag is ody one thuig in reality (i-e., it is not a 

combination of existence and essence as two distinct parts of a tbhg in d t y ) ,  then there 

will be no argument over the primacy of each parr Essence cannot play the main role in a 

thing, because essence does not have any act and cannot be without existential act in 

reality. Ln contrast, existence does not depend on essence for its act (since essence is 

nothing without existential ad). However, we cannot deny essence, groups, sciences, our 

knowledge about essence, etc. On the one han4 essence is nothing without existence in 

reality; and on the other band, we are dealing with essence in our everyday lives. The 

problern might be solved by switching h m  essence as a receiver to a Limitation of 

existence. Someone might say that we stiu have two things in reaiÎty: existence, and its 

Limitation (as essence); how does this differ h m  the position just rejected? The answer 



wouid be that existence and its limitation ore wt redy two things. Raîher, it is one thing 

and its property. There is notbing in the world except bellig. Rne king is G d  and 

limited beings are His creatures. Each individual bas xts own ihhtion; individuah with 

the same limitation belong to the same group a d  have the same essence- 

Perbps exploring other works of Aquinac, secondary sources regatdhg 

Aquinas's thought, and other philosophical Mews wiU give us a right peth to fhd the best 

sotution for these probfems, wkch we mi& face by studying only Aquhs's two early 

works. 
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